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Abstract
Data summarization and clustering are key techniques to query and analyze large
amounts of multidimensional data. However, the effectiveness of existing meth-
ods is limited by high intermediate memory cost and difficult to choose input
parameters. This Ph.D. thesis develops a novel approach to hierarchical data
summarization and clustering that overcomes these limitations.
We propose the AD-Tree, an innovative data summary structure that summa-
rizes multidimensional data in terms of its density on a hierarchy of grids. The
computation of the AD-Tree is an iterative process that requires a minimal amount
of intermediate memory. We start computing the AD-Tree from a sparse initial
grid, which gives a rough estimate of the density function of the data. We itera-
tively increase the estimation quality by splitting cells along dimensions where the
density function is non-linear. This ensures a minimal consumption of intermedi-
ate memory: instead of overestimating the density on a fine grid and afterwards
removing unnecessary grid points, we put new grid points only in places where
it increases the precision of the estimation. The key challenges of our approach
are the identification of areas and dimensions where the density function exhibits
a non-linear behavior and a fast organization of new grid points into a hierarchy
of grids that ensures an optimal memory utilization. We introduce shape error,
dimensional split, grouping and compact representation of multidimensional grids
to successfully solve these problems: the shape error measures the deviation of
the density function from being linear on a grid, the dimensional split imple-
ments the splitting of cells in selected dimensions, the grouping organizes new
grid points into large grids, and the compact representation of multidimensional
grids reduces their storage costs by a factor of the dimensionality. We develop
an efficient solution to approximately answer aggregate range queries from the
AD-Tree.
We develop CORE, a novel clustering technique that clusters multidimen-
sional data without any input parameters. The salient property of CORE is the
explicit computation and representation of local density maxima, which permits
xvii
a high-quality nonparametric clustering. CORE uses the local density maxima to
determine cores of clusters. The AD-Tree, rectangular neighborhoods and gradi-
ents enable the efficient and robust computation of cores: the AD-Tree provides a
uniform and compact estimation of the density of the data, the rectangular neigh-
borhood localizes stationary points in the AD-Tree, and gradients distinguish local
maxima from other types of stationary points and connect maximal cores. CORE
is the first clustering technique that bases the clustering on a semantically rich
data summary structure.
We investigate overlapping clusters and develop an efficient solution to sepa-
rate them. The separation of overlapping clusters makes it necessary to cluster
the data at all levels of the density and to consider the orientation of clusters.
We use the AD-Tree, which allows CORE to find fragments and overlapping cores
at all levels of the density. We restore complete cores from their fragments with
the help of gradient paths. Gradient paths connect fragments through overlaps
and quantify the orientation of fragments.
We analytically investigate our techniques and confirm the results with exten-
sive experimental evaluations on synthetic and real world datasets. The results
show the advantage of our techniques compared to existing methods.
xviii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The last two decades witnessed a tremendous increase of the amounts and espe-
cially the dimensionality of the data. Data summarization, approximate query
answering and clustering are the standard techniques to handle this data. The
limitations of current solutions are a high intermediate memory complexity to
build and/or query the summary (although the size of the summary is small),
many parameters that allow to tune the methods to achieve specific goods but
are rather unintuitive and hard to adjust even for experts. This thesis develops a
hierarchical summarization of multidimensional data and a set of associated tech-
niques to query and mine multidimensional data with the help of this summary
structure. Essential principals for a summary of multidimensional data are a
minimal intermediate memory consumption, a good organization of multidimen-
sional data due to limit the growth as the dimensionality increases, a low number
and intuitive input parameters, and techniques to effectively use the summary
structure to query and mine the data.
This thesis proposes the AD-Tree data summary for multidimensional data.
The AD-Tree uses density information to summarize multidimensional data. Con-
struction of the AD-Tree structure minimizes the required intermediate memory.
The summarization of the density at grid points and the organization of grid
points into a hierarchy of grids enables an effective storage of the summary. This
is in strong contrast to other multidimensional data summarization techniques
that first compute the density on a very fine grid and then compress the grid or
remove the unneeded grid points. Such approaches become prohibitively expen-
sive already for multidimensional data with low dimensionality (d = 3–4).
We show how to precisely and efficiently estimate answers of aggregate range
queries from the AD-Tree. Aggregate range queries can be answered by computing
multiple integrals of the density function estimated on the hierarchy of grids
of the AD-Tree. The exact computation of multiple integrals of an arbitrary
function is difficult and expensive. In our work we reduce the computation of
multiple integrals to cheap linear interpolations with guarantees for precision of
1
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the answer. A high precision of the estimated answers for aggregate queries is
ensured by filtering out the overlaps between grids within a query range.
This thesis is the first work that successfully uses a high dimensional data
summary structure for clustering. For a given precision ε the AD-Tree summarizes
the density of the data and ensures that the quality of the estimation of the density
is uniform within the whole domain of the database. The precision parameter ε
exhibits a strictly monotonic behavior: a decrease of the precision monotonically
increases the uniform estimation error of the density. Based on the AD-Tree we
design and develop CORE, a non-parametric clustering technique. CORE models
clusters with connected sets of points where the density is locally maximal(cores)
and uses gradients of the density to assign dataset points to cores (labeling of the
data). This makes the clustering invariant to noise and robust to local fluctuations
of the density of the data.
The thesis investigates the separation of overlapping clusters, which is a novel
direction towards improving the quality of clustering methods. Overlapping clus-
ters occur in many real world datasets and their separation is difficult. In order
to separate overlapping clusters a successful clustering technique must find local
maxima at all density levels and distinguish between the local maxima of overlaps
and fragments of overlapping clusters. The use of the AD-Tree data summary is
the key for the successful separation of overlapping clusters by CORE. CORE
finds local maxima at all levels of the density and uses gradients to represent
orientation of clusters. This makes CORE a leading clustering technique, which
can be used to separate overlapping clusters of any dimensionality.
In the rest of the introduction we list the specific contributions of the chapters
of the thesis. The thesis is organized as a collection of self-contained chapters
that can be read in isolation. They have been slightly modified to reduce overlap,
synchronize notation and terminology, and ensure that the whole thesis can be
read sequentially.
Chapter 2 defines the AD-Tree data summary structure. The salient feature
of the AD-Tree is the iterative construction which requires no extra intermediate
memory. The construction of the AD-Tree starts with a sparse initial grid and
each subsequent iteration only adds new grid points if this increases the preci-
sion of the estimation. That is in contrast to other data summary structures
which, first, overestimate the density on a fine partition and, later, remove un-
necessary partition units. We quantify the estimation quality with the help of the
shape error and dimensional split. The shape error measures the deviation of the
density function from being linear on a one-dimensional grid. The dimensional
split extends the shape error to multidimensional grids: it splits a d-dimensional
cell only along the dimensions of nonlinearity of the density function and leaves
other dimensions intact. The iteration finishes with the grouping step, which
groups all newly introduced individual grid points into regular grids. The group-
ing step substantially speeds up the construction of the AD-Tree and optimizes
the data structure for querying. Optimal grouping is hard and, hence, we de-
3velop an efficient solution that runs in linear time and maximizes the size of the
grids. We prove the effectiveness of the AD-Tree with the extensive analytical and
experimental evaluations.
Since the AD-Tree is a continuous estimate of the density function it can be
used to approximately answer aggregate range queries. Aggregate queries are
expressed by multiple integrals over the cells in the query range. First, we show
how to reduce the computation of multiple integrals to linear interpolations of
the density at a single point of a cell. Next, we offer two algorithms to filter out
unsplit cells in the query range. The algorithms have different best and worst
case scenarios depending on the number of cells in the query range and number
of child nodes.
CORE offers nonparametric model of clusters and overcomes other clustering
methods in quality of computed clusters. Chapter 3 develops CORE, an efficient
and non-parametric clustering technique. CORE explicitly computes the local
maxima of the density and represent them with cores of clusters. The core of a
cluster is a connected sets of local maxima points. The nonparametric compu-
tation of cores is hard due to fluctuations in the density. CORE uses rectangular
neighborhood and gradients to robustly and nonparametrically compute the cores.
For a given AD-Tree, the rectangular neighborhood localizes stationary points of
the density. The directions of gradients are used to distinguish local maxima
points from other types of stationary points and to combine individual local
maxima points into connected sets. Algorithmically, CORE clusters the data in
three steps. First, CORE computes the AD-Tree from a representative sample of
the dataset. The AD-Tree provides an accurate estimation of the density of the
data. Second, CORE computes cores of clusters with the help of the rectangular
neighborhood and gradients. Third, CORE assigns data points to the cores of
clusters. Each data point is assigned to a core based on the paths of gradients. A
cluster consists of all data points assigned to the corresponding core. We give a
thorough analytical and experimental evaluation of CORE and show that CORE
accurately detects arbitrarily dense and shaped clusters in large datasets without
requiring input parameters.
Chapter 4 extends CORE to the separation of overlapping clusters. Overlap-
ping clusters are often present in time-varying data and their separation is difficult
for the following reasons. First, overlaps accumulate the density of overlapping
clusters and, thus, produce new density peaks. Second, overlaps divide clusters
into fragments. There are two essential steps to successfully separate overlapping
clusters. First, in order to separate cluster from the overlaps, we need to cluster
the data at all level of the density and, second, for an accurate reconstruction of
clusters from their fragments we need to consider their orientation.
The papers included in the thesis are listed below. Chapter 2 is based on
Paper 1 and Paper 3. Chapter 3 is based on Paper 2. Chapter 4 is based on
Paper 4.
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Chapter 2
The AD-Tree
2.1 Introduction
The construction of summary structures for multidimensional data is a challeng-
ing task. For the most part, the database community focused on improving the
computation speed, compactness, query time and approximation quality of sum-
mary structures. Much less efforts were made to minimize the use of intermediate
memory needed to construct the summary structure. The common way to con-
struct summary structures is, first, to overestimate density and, then, iteratively
remove unnecessary partition units. For example, wavelet based techniques com-
pute accumulated density on a large multidimensional grid and then compress it
using discrete wavelet transform. Such an approach suffers from high consump-
tions of intermediate memory if the data has more than 5 or 6 dimensions (the
memory consumption required to store a 5-dimensional regular grid of granularity
50 in each dimension is more than 1Gb).
In our work we develop the adaptive density tree (AD-Tree), a multidimen-
sional data summary structure whose computation consumes no intermediate
memory. Technically, the AD-Tree estimates the density function of the data and
is based on the Kernel method. The computation of the AD-Tree starts from a
sparse regular grid, which gives a rough estimation of the density function. Next,
we iteratively add new partition points in areas of the grid and along dimensions
where the precision of the density estimation increases. This reduces the memory
complexity substantially: in contrast to a fine regular grid where all dimensions
are equally partitioned, we put partition points only in sub-dimensions where the
density of the data changes.
There are two key challenges in the AD-Tree method. The first challenge is
to effectively and efficiently identify position and number of new partition points
that will yield the highest increase of the estimation precision of the density
function. This is a fundamental problem: in order to check whether new partition
points increase the precision, we need a precise estimation of the density function.
5
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The second challenge is to organize partition points in a data structure that
yields a minimal memory utilization and supports fast querying. Our solution
for that are the shape error, dimensional split and bifurcation grid. The shape
error measures the deviation of the estimated density function from being linear
on a one dimensional grid segment. We put new partition points only in areas of
the grid where the shape error is high, i.e., where the density is non-linear. The
dimensional split extends shape error to multiple dimensions: for each cell of a
d-dimensional grid it identifies dimensions in which the shape error is high and
places new partition points at intersections of splitting planes with faces of the
cell. All new partition points are organized into a hierarchy of compact regular
grids, which reduces the size of grid frames by a factor of d.
Summarizing, in our work we make the following contributions:
 We define the AD-Tree, a multidimensional data summary structure whose
construction consumes no intermediate memory. The AD-Tree uses shape
error and dimensional split to efficiently allocate new partition points within
areas and along dimensions of nonlinearity of the density function of the
data.
 We optimize the data structure of the AD-Tree for multidimensional data.
The AD-Tree uses compact representation of grids for memory efficient stor-
age of frames and granularity, and has only of one pointer per node that
references all child.
 We investigate the AD-Tree analytically. We prove that the AD-Tree adjusts
to the local dimensionality of the data and provides an optimal partitioning.
In contrast to other space partitioning methods the AD-Tree organizes den-
sity information rather than the data, and the partitioning does not depend
on the number of observations.
 We provide an in-depth empirical evaluation of our density estimator. The
numerical evaluation details the time and space requirements for various
precisions. We show that the AD-Tree adjusts to the dimensionality of
the structures in the dataset. The method effectively reduces the memory
complexity for databases containing structures of lower dimensionality than
the dimensionality of the dataset.
The chapter is organized as follows. We give preliminaries on the kernel
method and used notation in Section 2.3. We discuss related work in Section 2.2.
We give the detail of the construction of the AD-Tree in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5
we define the data structure of the AD-Tree. Section 2.7 shows how the AD-Tree
can be used for efficient computation of aggregate range queries. Analytical prop-
erties of the AD-Tree method are described in Section 2.6. Section 2.8 presents
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algorithms for the construction of the AD-Tree and analyzes their complexity. Ex-
perimental evaluation is given in Section 2.9. Section 2.10 concludes the chapter
and offers future work.
2.2 Related Work
In this section we discuss related work on data summarization for application of
selectivity estimation and approximate query answering. In particular, we com-
pare the AD-Tree with histograms and wavelets. Histograms and wavelets provide
accurate data compression, however, suffer from high intermediate memory com-
plexity.
[23] and [25] improve intermediate memory complexity for constructing opti-
mal histograms and wavelets. Optimal histograms [30] [31] and wavelets [19] [15]
aim to find the best size and position for given number of buckets/coefficients
which give the smallest maximum error. Intermediate memory complexity of
both optimal histograms and wavelets is quadratic wrt to n, where n is either
the size of the dataset or the size of the temporal multidimensional array. Time
complexity to compute optimal histograms and wavelets is linear and quadratic
wrt n correspondingly. [23] offers a solution which computes optimal histograms
and wavelets in linear intermediate memory and quadratic time wrt to n. Compu-
tation of the AD-Tree consumes no intermediate memory and is linear wrt to the
size of the dataset. The AD-Tree minimizes the shape error and ensures uniform
precision of the estimation.
2.2.1 Histograms
[62] proposes a hierarchical model fitting histograms which generalize other mul-
tidimensional histogram techniques. The key idea of [62] is to allow each bucket
contain different type of summary information that is in contrast to previous solu-
tions where all buckets contain the same type of summary information. Similarly
to the AD-Tree, construction of the HFM is iterative: it starts with a single bucket
which is partitioned into smaller buckets until memory constraints are reached.
HFM choices partition dimension and the type of the summary information based
on the minimal description length principle. Differently from the AD-Tree, com-
putation of HFM requires additional space to store tuples of the dataset and is
quadratic to the number of tuples in the dataset. The AD-Tree is computed in a
linear time and does not require any additional memory.
In the PHASED histogram [46], a dimension is first chosen and the multi-
dimensional array is split along that dimension into several buckets in which
the sums of measure values are nearly equal. Each bucket is then treated as
a (d-1)-dimensional array and is split recursively for the remaining dimensions.
Typically, the order in which the dimensions are to be split is decided arbitrary
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and the number of splits along each dimension are the same. Although [46] is
constructed with no use of intermediate memory, it was shown that the quality
and query speed of PHASED histogram is much worst than other multidimen-
sional histograms [26], [6] and [62]. Construction of PHASED histogram is based
on a simple heuristic which does not consider local dimensionality of structures
in the dataset and does not guarantee a uniform estimation error. The AD-Tree
adopts to local dimensionality of structures, ensures uniform estimation error and
organizes grid points into a hierarchy of grids for fast querying.
[61] improves PHASED histogram in terms of quality and computation time
with an additional scanning step. During that step a temporal multidimensional
equi-width histogram is computed and, later on, PHASED histogram is build
from a temporal histogram rather than from the initial relation. [61] has high
cost of intermediate memory since, multi-dimensional equi-width histogram of
high precision does not fit in the main memory already for multidimensional data
of low dimensionality.
GenHist [26] permits overlapping buckets in areas where the data distribution
is nonuniform, and approximates the density of an area with overlapping buckets
as the sum of the densities of the overlapping buckets. Overlapping buckets allow
GenHist to achieve a compact representation of the data distribution [1, 50, 60].
However, overlapping buckets slow down the query answering because all buck-
ets that overlap the query range must be considered, even if their contribution
to the overlap is small. Similarly to [61], GenHist has high intermediate mem-
ory complexity since it uses temporal multidimensional equi-width histogram for
computation of overlapping buckets. In contrast to the AD-Tree and optimal his-
tograms, GenHist does not minimize any error metric and does not guarantee
uniform precision of the estimation.
STHoles [6] is a multidimensional histogram that allocates buckets based on
query results. STHoles achieves a good precision and is robust to changes in the
workload. On average, STHole histograms are as precise as GenHist histograms
for the same memory. Similar to GenHist, STHoles allows overlapping buckets
by partitioning a large (parent) bucket into a number of smaller (child) buckets,
and stores buckets in a tree like structure. This yields a faster response time
than scanning all buckets. Differently from the AD-Tree, STHoles stores buckets
individually and allocates 3d digits per bucket which describe its position and
size. Thus, STHoles is less memory efficient than the AD-Tree. The AD-Tree
reduces representation of grids by a factor of d. [42] improves [6] by using
discrete approximation of position and size of the buckets, however, in cost of
compression quality.
[16] proposes a solution which uses one-dimensional histograms to summa-
rize multidimensional data. The key idea of [16] includes two steps: i) com-
pute statistical interaction model that identifies (to some given error) correlated
low-dimensional subsets of data tuple and ii) each low-dimensional subset ap-
proximate with one-dimensional histogram. [16] has worst quality and higher
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computation complexity compared to multidimensional histograms.
[52] designs histograms for efficient answering of aggregate group by queries
on streams of unique identifiers (such as IP addresses). These streams involves
partitioning into groups using large lookup tables. The authors discuss the fol-
lowing scenario: the control center computes a partitioning function (i.e. initial
histogram) using a lookup table and send its copy to each monitor in the network;
each monitor refines a copy of the histogram and send it back the center; later all
copies are merged into one histogram and aggregate queries are approximated.
[52] proposes three algorithms for computation of histograms from lookup tables
which produce more accurate results that traditional histograms for streams of
unique identifiers.
Computations of multidimensional histograms on data streams so that at any
time histograms reflects current data are studied in [58]. As a solution the authors
of [58] propose to maintain sketches, a d-dimensional vectors which a are defined
as multiplication of last data records in the stream with random linear mapping.
The authors provide several algorithms to compute multidimensional histogram
from the sketch. Update operation on sketches are constant in time that make
them practical and desirable in data stream applications. The shortcoming of the
approach is exponential time for computing histograms from sketches.
2.2.2 Waveletes
Wavelets [43, 60, 27] compress density information to get small summaries. First,
wavelet techniques use standard histogram techniques to compute the extended
cumulative data distribution. Second, the histograms are compressed using dis-
crete wavelet transform. The density value at a given point is approximated by
decompressing 2d buckets. The decompression step is expensive since all wavelets
coefficients are involved in the computation. Moreover, the construction of the
summary is expensive: first a uniform multidimensional histogram must be com-
puted (with an exponential intermediate memory complexity and low response
time), and then the histogram is compressed with the wavelet transform.
Yan et al. [67] improves the wavelet technique by proposing a solution that
decreases the intermediate memory required for query answering. This improves
the query performance, but the method still suffers from the high summary con-
struction cost of wavelet techniques. Moreover, our solution is based on the kernel
additions. Kernels additions outperform histograms in terms of accuracy of the
estimated density for both low- and high dimensional data [27, 26]. Finally, we do
not need to decompress the density, which is important for fast query answering.
[35] proposes a greedy algorithm which computes sub-optimal wavelets. The
greedy algorithm has linear intermediate memory complexity and loglinear time
complexity.
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2.3 Preliminaries
Grid is the fundamental concept in the AD-Tree data structure. Essentially, grid
G is a set of grid points equidistantly spaced in d-dimensional space along each
dimension. The number of grid points in grid G is determined by the granularity
of the grid S = ([S]1, . . . , [S]d) ([S]i are positive integers), while the location of grid
G is determined by frame F = (P,Q) (P and Q are real numbers), the lower and
upper boundaries of the grid. We conveniently use letters J and λJ to denote
individual grid point in grid G . Multidimensional index J = ([J ]1, . . . , [J ]d)
with 0 ≤ [J ]i ≤ [S]i, i = 1, . . . , d refers to the grid point with integers, while
λJ = ([λJ ]1, . . . , [λJ ]d) with [λJ ]i = [P ]i + [J ]i · [Q]i−[P ]i[S]i refers to the grid point
with real values. Given grid point J (λJ) we refer to the next grid point along
all dimensions with J + I = ([J ]1, . . . , [J ]d) + (1, . . . , 1) (λJ+I), while J + I(i) =
([J ]1, . . . , [J ]d) + (0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−i
) denotes to the next grid point along
the ith dimension (λJ+I(i)). A cell of a grid consists of 2
d grid points of the grid:
CJ = {λJ ′ : [J ′]i ∈ {[J ]i, [J ]i + 1}, i = 1, . . . , d} tuples
0.
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λ2,2
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(a) Grid G.
i =
1
i=
2
(b) Kernel Additions Computed At Grid
Points
Figure 2.1: Two-Dimensional Grid G.
The AD-Tree is a tree of grids. We use a superscript to specify to which grid
the notation refers to. For example, given grids G1, . . . ,Gl, . . . ,Gk, notations Sl,
Fl = (P l, Ql), λlJ denote the granularity, frame, and the grid point in grid G
l.
Consider two-dimensional grid G in Figure 2.1. F =
(
(0.2, 0.2), (0.8, 0.6)
)
is the
frame, S = (3, 4) is the granularity of the grid. There are ([S]1+1) ·([S]2+1) = 20
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grid points in G. The grid points of the grid are:
G =
{λ(0,4), λ(1,4), λ(2,4), λ(3,4),
λ(0,3), λ(1,3), λ(2,3), λ(3,3),
λ(0,2), λ(1,2), λ(2,2), λ(3,2),
λ(0,1), λ(1,1), λ(2,1), λ(3,1),
λ(0,0), λ(1,0), λ(2,0), λ(3,0)}
=
{(0.2, 0.6), (0.4, 0.6), (0.6, 0.6), (0.8, 0.6)
(0.2, 0.5), (0.4, 0.5), (0.6, 0.5), (0.8, 0.5)
(0.2, 0.4), (0.4, 0.4), (0.6, 0.4), (0.8, 0.4)
(0.2, 0.3), (0.4, 0.3), (0.6, 0.3), (0.8, 0.3)
(0.2, 0.2), (0.4, 0.2), (0.6, 0.2), (0.8, 0.2)}
C(0,0) = {λ(0,0), λ(0,1), λ(1,0), λ(1,1)} is a cell of the grid.
The kernel estimate [57, 53] for a d-dimensional database containing data
points X l, l = 1, . . . , n, at d-dimensional point x is defined as follows:
f(x) =
1
nhd
×
n∑
l=1
K
(x−X l
h
)
,
where K is the kernel function with K ≥ 0, ∫ K = 1, K(x) = K(−x), and
smoothing parameter (window) h > 0. Computation of kernel additions requires
a scan over the sample of the database and is expensive. Typically, the kernel
additions are precomputed at selected grid points and interpolated linearly in
between the grid points. This chapter investigates the minimal number and the
minimal distribution of grid points for the grid points.
PDF
Kernels
Data:
Data Points
Figure 2.2: Kernel Additions, 1D Case
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Notation Explanation Example
G,Gl Grid G = {λ(0,0), λ(0,1), λ(0,1), λ(0,1)}
= {(0.0, 0.0), (0.1, 0.0),
(0.0, 0.2), (0.1, 0.2)}
F = (P,Q) The frame (bounding box) of the grid F =
(
(0.0,0.0),(0.1,0.2)
)
S The granularity of the grid S = (2, 2)
J, J ′, λlJ , λ
l
J ′ The grid point of the grid J = (0, 0), λJ = (0.0, 0.0)
I, I(i) Predefined vectors
I = (1, . . . , 1),
I(i) = (0, 0, . . . , 0
| {z }
i−1
, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0
| {z }
d−i
)
CJ The cell of the grid
C(0,0) = {λ(0,0), λ(0,1), λ(0,1), λ(0,1)}
= {(0.0, 0.0), (0.1, 0.0),
(0.0, 0.2), (0.1, 0.2)}
f(x) The value of kernel additions at x ∈ R f(0.0, 0.0) = 0.0
Table 2.1: Notations Used in the Chapter
The essence of the kernel method is that each data point increases the chances
of having another data point nearby. We draw a symmetric kernel with an area
equal to 1 (cf. dashed line, Figure 2.2) around each data point. Adding all kernels
yields an estimate of the density (cf. solid line, Figure 2.2). The choice of the
kernel does not impact the precision of the estimation and typically the (cheapest
in terms of complexity) Epanechnikov’s kernel is used:
Kech(u) =
{
a · (1− u2) if |u| ≤ 1,
0 otherwise.
with constant a:
a =
πd/2(d+ 2)
2Γ(d/2 + 1)
and the optimal smoothing parameter:
hopt =
(8Γ(d/2 + 1)(d+ 4)(2√π)d
πd/2n
)1/(d+4)
,
where d is the dimensionality of the data, n is the number of points in the
dataset, and Γ(z) is the gamma function with Γ(k) = (k− 1)!, and Γ(k + 1/2) =
1·3·...·(2k−1)
2k
√
π, where k is an integer.
Table 2.1 summarizes the notations used in the chapter.
2.4 Construction of the AD-Tree
Construction of the AD-Tree with minimal intermediate memory is based on two
principals. First, we may not start with a redundant fine grid and remove un-
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needed grid points or compress the grid in the refinement step afterwards. The
fine partition allocates many grid points uniformly independent whether there are
(variations in) data in certain areas of the domain. Computation of the density
information on the redundant fine grid becomes prohibitively expensive already
for low dimensions (d =4–5) even if the database consists of very simple struc-
tures (one dimensional lines or spheres). Second, given a dataset with varying
density in an area and a minimal set of grid points that approximate the density
tightly (no redundant grid points to meet the error) we need to organize the grid
points for storage. Organization of grids points into regular grids saves a lot of
memory compared to individual storage of grid points.
The principals suggest an iterative construction of the AD-Tree. The construc-
tion starts with a sparse (uniform) grid good enough to “catch” the structures in
the data, and adds additional grid points in the areas and only along the dimen-
sions where the grid is too sparse to describe the density linearly. This ensures a
monotonic and tight control of the error at each iteration.
Refinement of the grid at each iteration ensures that the grids are not over-
split to meet the given error threshold, however introduces very many individual
grid points that are expensive to store individually. We organize the individual
grid points into grids and optimize their storage.
We organize the Section in the following way. In Section 2.4.1 we illustrate
the refinement of the AD-Tree that ensures monotonicity minimal over-split, and
therefore minimal intermediate memory as iterations increases. In Section 2.4.2
we zoom into one iteration and illustrate the efficient and effective organization of
the individual grid points into grids. Finally, we explain in detail the shape error,
dimensional split, and the unsplit steps, - the key concepts behind the minimal
intermediate memory in Sections 2.4.3, 2.4.4, and 2.4.6 as well as the group step
in Section 2.4.5 (optimization of the storage of the individual grid points).
2.4.1 Minimal Intermediate Memory
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 demonstrate the construction of the AD-Tree with minimal
intermediate memory on a two dimensional sample dataset. The dataset is illus-
trated in Figure 2.3(a) and consists of two structures: a plane, which occupies the
whole domain, and a sphere, which is located in the left-bottom of the domain.
The complexity of the structures differs substantially. The plain exhibits a uni-
form density in the middle part with a decrease of density towards the outer part
of the structure. The sphere is a more complex structure: the density function is
not linear in both dimensions.
Construction of the AD-Tree starts with a sparse initial grid. The initial grid
is sparse enough so there are no areas with too many grid points for the given
error threshold but good enough to “catch” the structure and refine the grids in
subsequent steps.
In the first iteration (Figures 2.4(a)–2.4(c)) the outer cells of the grid are too
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(a) The Dataset and its Density Computed on
a Fine Grid.
(b) Initial Sparse Grid with the Density Com-
puted at Grid Points.
Figure 2.3: Initialization of the Construction Procedure of the AD-Tree.
sparse and split along both dimensions. The new partition points are grouped
into four regular grids which form a new level of the AD-Tree (Figure 2.4(a)).
Clearly, the estimated density become more accurate with a minimal intermediate
memory. The refined grid now captures the sphere, however no additional grid
points are introduced in the middle of the plane. In contrast, if one started with a
very fine partitioning, many points in the middle of the plane would be redundant
and be removed resulting in a high intermediate memory.
In the second iteration (Figure 2.4(d)–2.4(f)) the construction does not only
effectively identify areas but also detects the dimensions along which the grid
points must be added. The grid points are introduced at the corners along the
both dimensions (cf. dark-grey cells in Figure 2.4(f)) with some dimensional splits
in other outer areas (cf. light-grey cells in Figure 2.4(f)). All the new partition
points are grouped into fifteen grids.
The third iteration completes the construction of the AD-Tree yielding the
uniform estimation quality for both structures.
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Initial Grid
4 grids
Level 1
(a) First Iteration: the
AD-Tree.
(b) First Iteration: Projected
Grid Points.
(c) First Iteration: Estimated
Density of the Data.
Initial Grid
Level 2
15 grids
4 grids
Level 1
(d) Second Iteration: the
AD-Tree.
(e) Second Iteration: Pro-
jected Grid Points.
(f) Second Iteration: Esti-
mated Density of the Data.
6 grids
Level 3
Initial Grid
Level 2
15 grids
4 grids
Level 1
(g) Third Iteration: the
AD-Tree
(h) Third Iteration: Projected
Grid Points.
(i) Third Iteration: Estimated
Density of the Data.
Figure 2.4: Construction of the AD-Tree. Each Row Illustrates Output of One
Iteration.
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2.4.2 Optimization of the Storage of the Individual Grid
Points and Complete Iteration of the Construction
of the AD-Tree
The complete second iteration on the sample dataset in Figure 2.3 is illustrated
in Figure 2.5. The iteration starts with the dimensional split. The dimensional
split inputs the grids of the last level of the AD-Tree (cf. Figure 2.5(b)) checks
the shape error in the grids and the cells in dimensions of non-linearity of the
density function. For each split cell the dimensional split introduces a grid of
granularity 2x2. The new grids are organized into larger grids by the group step
(cf. Figure 2.5(c)). Kernel additions compute the density values at the new grids.
The density values at the new grid points then are compared against the predicted
values. If the prediction is within the given error threshold unsplit removes the
grid points (cf. Figure 2.5(d)) and the second grouping step (cf. Figure 2.5(e))
re-optimizes the grid for storage.
G3
G1
G2
G4
(a) Input for Second Iteration:
4 Grids of the First Level of
the AD-Tree.
S = (2, 2)
S = (2, 1)
(b) Dimensional Split Step: 64
New Grids Produced.
(c) First Group Step: 64
Small Grids are Grouped into
9 Large Grids.
(d) Kernel Additions Step:
the Density is Computed on
Grid Points of new Grids.
(e) Unsplit Step: 33 Grid
Points are Removed and Oth-
ers are Organized in 31 Grids.
G8
G9
G11 G12
G13
G14
G16
G17
G18G19G15
G10
G7G6G5
(f) Second Group Step: 31
Small Grids are Grouped into
15 Large Grids.
Figure 2.5: A Complete Iteration of Construction Procedure of the AD-Tree.
The dimensional split step and the unsplit step produces grids of small size
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(typically 2x2). The group step assigns two small regular grids into the same large
regular grid only, if they are adjacent and congruent (their frames and granularity
are the same) effectively reducing the number of grids. Since for each grid we
need to store the frame and the granularity this allows to substantially reduce the
memory usage of the tree. For example In total 64 cells were split and therefore
64 2x2 grids were introduced in the second iteration (cf. Figure 2.5(b)). The
grouping step reorganized the grids into nine larger grids. Similarly, 15 larger
grids were obtained by the group after the unsplit step.
2.4.3 The Shape Error
The shape error ensures construction of the AD-Tree with minimal intermediate
memory. The Shape error identifies and splits cells along the dimensions where
the density function is non-linear. This enables minimal intermediate memory
usage, since more grid points are added only if the estimation error is above the
threshold. In contrast, other methods start with an over-estimate of the density
on a very fine grid, and therefore very high intermediate memory. As the number
of dimensions increases this becomes prohibitively expensive.
shape error in interval [λ5, λ6]
λ8λ7λ6λ5λ4λ3λ2λ1λ0
x
f (x)
(a) Shape Error in Interval Between Grid
Points λ5 and λ6.
λ8λ7λ6λ5λ4λ3λ2λ1λ0
x
f (x) approximated shape error at λ6
(b) Approximated Shape Error at Grid Point
λ6.
Figure 2.6: Shape Error and Approximated Shape Error.
The shape error measures the difference between the linear approximation
of the density on the grid and the kernel additions (cf. the shaded area in Fig-
ure 2.6(a)). The following formalizes shape error:
Definition 2.1. [Shape Error].
Let G be a one-dimensional regular grid and let λJ and λJ ′ be two grid points
of grid G such, that λJ ′ > λJ . Then, the shape error in the interval between grid
points λJ and λJ ′ is:
SE(λJ , λJ ′) = max
x∈[λJ ,λJ′ ]
∣∣∣f(x)− LIf(λJ )f(λJ′ )(x)
∣∣∣,
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where f(x) is the value of the density at x and LI
f(λJ )
f(λJ′)
(x) is the linear interpolation
between (λJ , f(λJ)) and (λJ ′ , f(λJ ′)) at x ∈ [λJ , λJ ′ ]:
LI
f(λJ )
f(λJ′ )
(x) = f(λJ) +
f(λJ ′)− f(λJ)
λJ ′ − λJ (x− λJ)
The shape error is the difference between the linear interpolation and ker-
nel additions. Computation of the shape error is prohibitively expensive since it
requires to scan the database in order to compute the kernel additions in the in-
terval. We approximate the shape error using only the density values on the grid
points. Given interval [λJ , λJ ′ ] and a middle point λJ in the interval the approx-
imated shape error is the difference between the linear approximation through
λJ ′ , λJ , λJ ′′ and linear approximation through λ
′
J , λJ ′′ . Figure 2.6(b) illustrates
the approximated shape error. In general high dimensional case we define the
approximated shape error at each grid point of a grid.
We define the approximated shape error for a grid point λJ in a grid G. We
restrict the positioning of the three grid points J, J ′, J ′′ so they are consequent
grid points in a grid and are always on a line (direction i) parallel to one of the
axis of the coordinate system. Below we formalize the definition.
Definition 2.2. [Approximated Shape Error].
Let G be a grid and let λJ ∈ G be a grid point. Let f(λJ) be the value of the
density at grid point λJ . Then the approximated shape error in dimension i at
grid point λJ is
ASE(G, λJ , i) =
∣∣∣LIf(λJ−I(i))f(λJ+I(i))(λJ)− f(λJ)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣f(λJ−I(i)) + f(λJ+I(i))2 − f(λJ)
∣∣∣,
where I(i) is a d-dimensional vector of 0s everywhere except 1 at position i:
I(i) = (0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−i
)
and λJ−I(i) and λJ+I(i) are the grid points of grid G adjacent to λJ in dimension
i.
Example 2.1. [Approximated Shape Error].
Consider Figure 2.7. dimension i = 2 and grid point λ01,1 of the two-dimensional
regular grid G0. The following points are adjacent to λ01,1:
λ0(1,1)+I(2) = λ
0
(1,1)+(0,1) = λ
0
1,2
and
λ0(1,1)−I(2) = λ
0
(1,1)−(0,1) = λ
0
1,0
The approximated shape error along dimension i = 2 at grid point λ01,1 is:
ASE(G0, λ01,1, 2) =
∣∣∣LIf(λ01,0)f(λ01,2)(λ01,1)− f(λ01,1)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣f(λ01,0) + f(λ01,2)
2
− f(λ01,1)
∣∣∣
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Let us assume the following values of density at grid points λ01,0, λ
0
1,1 and λ
0
1,2:
f(λ01,0) = 0.09,
f(λ01,1) = 0.15,
f(λ01,2) = 0.1,
Substituting these values gives the following approximated shape error:
ASE(G0, λ01,1, 2) =
∣∣∣0.09 + 1.0
2
− 0.15
∣∣∣ = 0.055
approximated shape error density at grid points
G0
i =
1
i =
2
λ
0
0,0
λ
0
1,1
λ
0
2,1
λ
0
2,2
λ
0
1,2
λ
0
0,2
λ
0
0,1
λ
0
1,0
λ
0
2,0
Figure 2.7: Approximated Shape Error along Dimension i = 2 at Grid Point λ01,1
of Two-dimensional Grid G0.
2.4.4 Dimensional Split
The dimensional split ensures that cells with high shape error are split only along
the dimensions of non-linearity of the density. For a given grid, the dimensional
split checks all cells and all directions along which the shape error is too high and
splits the cells (introduces individual grids for each split cell) accordingly.
Consider cell C1,1,1 of the 3-dimensional regular grid (d = 3), in Figure 2.8.
Let us assume that the density exhibits non-linear behavior along two the 1st
and 3rd dimensions (x and z axis) but is linear along the 2nd dimension (y axis),
i.e. the approximated shape error exceeds the given threshold at one (or more)
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Figure 2.8: Idea of Dimensional Split: Intersection of Splitting Hyper-Planes with
Faces of 3-dimensional Cell C1,1,1.
grid point of the cell in dimension 1 and 3. The split of the cell is a new (finer)
grid obtained with the splitting hyper planes. In figure 2.8 one splitting hyper-
plane is perpendicular to x-axis and another splitting hyper-plane to z-axis. The
intersection points of the splitting hyper-planes and faces of the cell yields new
grid points (cf. empty circles in Figure 2.8). These grid points are organized in
a new grid. The following definition 2.3 formalizes the output of the dimensional
split.
Definition 2.3. [Dimensional Split of a Cell].
Let CJ ⊆ G be a cell of a d-dimensional grid. Then grid ds(CJ) is a dimen-
sional split of cell CJ iff
1. Frame F of ds(CJ) is the bounds of the cell:
F = (λJ , λJ+I),
where I = (1, . . . , 1) and λJ , λJ+I ∈ CJ .
2. Let the granularity of ds(CJ) be denoted by S = ([S]1, . . . , [S]d). Then
[S]i =
{
2 if max
λJ′∈CJ
ASE(G, λJ ′ , i) > ε
1 otherwise.
The first condition of Definition 2.3 requires that grid ds(CJ) has vertexes of
its frame at grid points of the target cell CJ . For example, the frame of grid
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ds(CJ) in Figure 2.8 is F = (λ1,1,1, λ2,2,2). Vertexes of F are grid points of the
target cell. The second condition of Definition 2.3 defines the granularity of grid
ds(CJ). Depending on the approximated shape error at the grid points of the
target cell granularity of ds(CJ) can be either two or one along each dimension.
For example, in Figure 2.8 approximated shape error at the grid points of the
cell exceeds the given threshold in dimensions 1 and 3. Hence, granularity of
output grid ds(CJ) is two in dimensions 1 and 3, and one - in dimension 2, i.e.
S = (2, 1, 2).
λ3,2
approximated shape error exceeds ε
ds(C3,3) = G((λ3,3, λ4,4), (2, 1))
density at grid points
λ4,2
i =
2
i =
1
λ2,5
λ3,5
λ4,5
λ5,5
λ2,4
λ3,4
λ4,4
λ5,4
λ2,3
λ3,3
λ4,3
λ5,3
λ5,2
λ2,2
Figure 2.9: Dimensional Split of 2-dimensional Cell C3,3.
Example 2.2. [Dimensional Split of a Two-dimensional Cell].
Consider the 2-dimensional grid G on Figure 2.9
The dimensional split of cell C3,3 = {λ3,3, λ4,3, λ3,4, λ4,4} ∈ G is grid ds(C3,3)
with frame F = (λ3,3, λ4,4). The granularity of the grid depends on the approxi-
mated shape error and is computed as follows. Let us assume ε = 0.05 and the
density values for the grid points in Figure 2.9 are:
f(λ2,2) = 0.02, f(λ2,3) = 0.02, f(λ2,4) = 0.022, f(λ2,5) = 0.019,
f(λ3,2) = 0.18, f(λ3,3) = 0.2, f(λ3,4) = 0.2, f(λ3,5) = 0.21,
f(λ4,2) = 0.07, f(λ4,3) = 0.08, f(λ4,4) = 0.078, f(λ4,5) = 0.07,
f(λ5,2) = 0.04, f(λ5,3) = 0.04, f(λ5,4) = 0.04, f(λ5,5) = 0.045.
Then the approximated shape error along dimension i = 1 at grid points λ3,3,
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λ4,3, λ3,4 and λ4,4 of cell C3,3 are:
ASE(G, λ3,3, 1) =
∣∣∣f(λ2,3)+f(λ4,3)2 − f(λ3,3)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣0.02+0.082 − 0.2∣∣∣ = 0.15,
ASE(G, λ4,3, 1) =
∣∣∣f(λ3,3)+f(λ5,3)2 − f(λ4,3)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣0.2+0.042 − 0.08∣∣∣ = 0.04,
ASE(G, λ3,4, 1) =
∣∣∣f(λ2,4)+f(λ4,4)2 − f(λ3,4)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣0.022+0.0782 − 0.2∣∣∣ = 0.15,
ASE(G, λ4,4, 1) =
∣∣∣f(λ3,4)+f(λ5,4)2 − f(λ4,4)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣0.2+0.042 − 0.078∣∣∣ = 0.042.
The maximum approximated shape error along dimension i = 1 is 0.15 and exceeds
given threshold ε = 0.05. Therefore, the granularity of ds(CJ) along dimension
i = 1 is [S]2 = 2. Similarly, the granularity along dimension i = 2 is [S]2 = 1.
Dimensional split of a cell may produce a grid of the same size as the cell. If
the approximated shape error at all grid point and in all dimension i of a cell does
not exceed the given threshold ε, then the granularity of the G is a unit vector
and ds(CJ) = CJ . In this case, we extend the definition so the dimensional split
of the cell is the empty set.
We define the dimensional split of a grid as the set of the dimensional splits
of all cells of the grid.
Definition 2.4. [Dimensional Split of a Grid].
Let G be a d-dimensional grid. Then
ds(G) = {ds(C) : C ∈ G and ds(C) 6= ∅}
is the dimensional split of grid G.
2.4.5 The Group Step
The dimensional split and unsplit steps introduce individual small grids. The
group step organize the individual small grids into larger grids saving memory
and speeding up both the kernel additions of the grids points as well as querying
the AD-Tree.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the group step. There are twelve grids of small size
introduced by the dimensional split. The group step reorganizes the grids into
five large grids. Reorganization of the grids is an NP hard problem. Instead,
we develop a solution which in linear time reduces the total number of grids by
maximizing volume of frames of the grid. In this section we formalize the group
step and give the idea of our solution. The detail algorithm for the group is given
in Section 2.8.
Definition 2.5. [Grouping].
Let {G0,G1, . . . ,Gk} be a set of (so called small) grids. The goal of grouping
is to find the minimal number of such d-dimensional (so called maximal) grids
{Gˆ1, . . . , Gˆl} that:
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i
=
2
i = 1
G1 G2 G3
G5G4
G0
G6
G7 G8 G9 G10
G11
(a) Input
i
=
2
i = 1
ˆG2
ˆG3
ˆG4
ˆG0 ˆG1
(b) Output
Figure 2.10: Group Step Minimizes Number of Grids from Twelve to Five.
1. Gˆm is a union of Gl of the same granularity.
2. Frames of any two grids Gˆl1 and Gˆl2 do not overlap.
The idea of our grouping step is the following. At each iteration of the group-
ing algorithm we select the grid that (i) is not yet processed and (ii) closest to
the origin according to all dimensions (smallest along the 1st, then the 2nd, etc.)
This is the starting grid of the maximal grid. Then we expand that frame of
the maximal grid along axes so two conditions are satisfied. First, all small grids
which are enclosed by the expanded frame are of the same granularity. Second,
the expanded frame does not contain gaps between the enclosed grids.
2.4.6 Unsplit Step
If the (true) shape error is above the given threshold we need to split cells to
meet the error. Addition of grid points based on the (true) shape error is required
and necessary and always reduces the error. The dimensional split is based on
the approximate shape error may oversplit the cells especially at the boundaries
of the areas of linearity of the density. Figure 2.11 illustrates the issue. The
approximate shape error at λ1 is above the error and both intervals [λ0, λ1] and
[λ1, λ2 are split. However, the linear approximation of the density is already good
enough in interval [λ0, λ2]. The unsplit step removes such unnecessary points and
eliminates grid points that overestimate the density.
Conceptually, the unsplit step operates on the grids introduced by the di-
mensional split and checks whether some or all of them overestimate density
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λ0 λ1 λ2
(a) Input
λ0 λ1 λ2λ¯1λ¯0
(b) Output
Figure 2.11: Oversplit.
function in one or more dimensions. We say that grid point λ overestimates den-
sity function along dimension i if the approximated shape error at grid point λ
along dimension i is below given threshold ε. Unsplit step removes all grid points
which overestimate density and are not required to support the grid structure.
Below we define the unsplit for a special case. We assume that there is only one
cell split by the dimensional split.
Definition 2.6. [Unsplit of a Cell].
Let C be a cell and ds(C) be a dimensional split of cell C. Grid unsplit(C, ds(C))
is the unsplit of ds(C) iff
1. The frames of grids ds(C) and unsplit(C, ds(C)) are the same
2. Let S = ([S]1, . . . , [S]d) be the granularity of unsplit(C, ds(C)). Then
[S]i =
{
2 if ASE(ds(C), λJ(i), i) > ε for some λJ(i) ∈ C
1 otherwise,
(2.1)
where J(i) = ([J ]1, . . . , [J ]i−1, 1, [J ]i+1, . . . , [J ]d), [J ]j ∈ {1, 3}, j = 1, . . . , i−
1, i+ 1, . . . , d.
The unsplit inputs a split cell ds(C) and checks whether all middle points can
be removed along dimension i (cf. Equation 2.1). Similarly to the dimensional
split unsplit of a cell is a d-dimensional grid with the granularity one or two in
each dimension i. Grid unsplit(C, ds(C)) is of granularity 2 in dimension i only,
if cell C is split in that dimension i and at all grid points introduced by this split
the approximated shape error in dimension i does not exceed given threshold ε.
Example 2.3. [Unsplit of a 2-dimensional Cell].
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unsplit(C2,4,ds(C2,4))
λ
1
2,0
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1
0,0
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λ
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G
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1
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Figure 2.12: Unsplit of 2-dimensional Cells C2,4 and C2,2.
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Let us consider cell C2,4 of 2-dimensional grid G in Figure 2.12. Let split(ds(C))
be the dimensional split of this cell in dimension i = 1 with granularity S = (2, 1).
Let as assume ε = 0.05 and the following density values for grid points of grid G:
f(λ10,0) = 0.022, f(λ
1
1,0) = 0.031, f(λ
1
2,0) = 0.04,
f(λ10,1) = 0.019, f(λ
1
1,1) = 0.03, f(λ
1
2,1) = 0.39
Neither λ1,0 nor λ1,1 are required to meet the threshold. Indeed, let us compute
the approximated shape errors for the middle points:
ASE(G1, λ11,0, 1) =
∣∣∣f(λ10,0)+f(λ12,0)2 − f(λ1,0)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣0.022+0.042 − 0.031∣∣∣ = 0.0,
ASE(G1, λ12,1, 1) =
∣∣∣f(λ10,1)+f(λ12,1)2 − f(λ11,1)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣0.019+0.0392 − 0.03∣∣∣ = 0.001.
The approximated shape error at both grid points does not exceed given thresh-
old ε = 0.05 and, hence granularity of grid unsplit(C2,2, ds(C2,2)) in dimension
i = 1 is one.
In contrast to the unsplit of cell C2,4, the unsplit of cell C2,2 is the same ds(C2,2).
The approximated shape error in dimension i = 1 is high at grid point λ21,0 and
low at grid point λ21,1.
2.5 Data Structure of the AD-Tree
We carefully engineer a data structure for the AD-Tree for efficient storage of the
grids and the tree structure. We define the compact representation of the grids
in the AD-Tree. The grids in the AD-Tree are represented with two digits for the
frame of the grid and a bit array of d bits for the granularity vector. The straight
forward cost to store the frame is 2 · d and d digits for the granularity vector of
a grid. The compact representation reduces the storage cost of the frame by a
factor of d and storage cost of the granularity vector by the length of a digit.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the compact representation. All grid points in G3 are
assigned with the ids of row-major ordering [36]. The row-major ordering ids
then are used to denote the frames of the grids. For example, grid G3 is a child
of the initial grid G0. F3 = (λ03,1, λ
0
4,4) is the frame of G
3 and is encoded with
row-major order ids (8, 24). In the compact representation the granularity of a
grid is a bit array of d bits. The bit is full in dimension i iff the cells of the grid
split its parent in dimension i and zero otherwise. For example the bit array of
G3 is (1, 1) (two full bits), since grid G3 splits G0 along both dimensions.
The following definition formalizes compact representation of maximal grids.
Definition 2.7. [Compact Representation of a Grid].
Let Gp be the parent grid and Gc be the child grid. Then, the compact repre-
sentation of Gc is a vector (l, u, (B1, . . . ,Bd)) such that
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Figure 2.13: Compact Representation of a Grid.
1. Let λpJ , λ
p
J ′ ∈ Gp be the frame of Gc, and Sp = ([S]p1, . . . , [S]pd) be the granu-
larity of Gp. Then the row-major ordering ids of frame Fc are computed as
follows:
l =
d∑
i=1
( i∏
r=1
[S]pr
)
[J ]i,
u =
d∑
i=1
( i∏
r=1
[S]pr
)
[J ′]i.
2. Bi = 1(0) if all cells of grid G
p are (not) split along dimension i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Figure 2.14 shows the storage of the AD-Tree (cf. Figure 2.4) in linear memory.
The AD-Tree consists of three levels and twenty six grids. Each node in Figure 2.14
represents one of these grids with the following parent-child relationship: a node
representing grid Gp is a parent node of node which represents grid Gc only, if
grid Gc is a product of the dimensional split, unsplit and group steps of grid Gp.
In the Figure 2.14, we use white blocks to denote individual nodes. The number
in black within each white block corresponds to index of a grid represented by
the node and two vectors is compact representation of this grid (except for the
root node). We arrange nodes according to their parent-child relationship so,
that children of the same parent node form a sequence. In Figure 2.14, white
blocks enclosed by a black block are children of the same parent node and form
a sequence. Organization of children nodes into one sequence minimizes number
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Figure 2.14: Organization of the Internal Memory for the AD-Tree.
of pointers required to reference child nodes: independently to the number of
children each node has one pointer to its first child. In Figure 2.14, black arrows
denote pointers which reference parent node with its first child. For example,
node representing grid G1 has six children and one pointer which reference its
first child node. Other children of a node are accessed by a sequential scan.
Root node of the AD-Tree stores frame and granularity of the initial grid, other
nodes store compact representation of grids. In a two dimensional case, compact
representation of a grid requires three digits that is twice less comparing to the
normal representation. In the example, 126 digits are required to store grids
normally and 63 digits are used. Each node contains an array which stores density
measures computed at grid points of the grid.
2.6 Analytical Investigation
In this section we establish three properties of the AD-Tree. First, we show
that the AD-Tree is minimal for a given initial partitioning (cf. Section 2.6.1)
and formulate estimation guarantees once a good initial partitioning is given.
Second, we define the concept of local dimensionality of a structure in the dataset,
and prove that AD-Tree adjusts to the local dimensionality of the structure (cf.
Section 2.6.2). Third, we show how to compute a good initial partitioning. More
specifically, we show that initial partitioning based on extrema points of the
density provides robust approximation of the shape error in the whole domain of
the data, and we show how to estimate extrema points of the density with the
help of one-dimensional histograms.
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2.6.1 Optimality of the AD-Tree for a Given Initial Parti-
tioning
The minimal partitioning for a given density function can be formalized in the
following way. Find the smallest number of grids k and the best distribution of
the grids G1,G2, . . . ,Gk (that can be stored in the AD-Tree) that ensures uniform
quality of the estimation:
min
k
max
G1,G2,...,Gk
max
λJ ,λJ′∈G
i
SE(λJ , λJ ′) < ε, (2.2)
where SE(λJ , λJ ′) is the shape error through any two corner points of a cell of a
grid.
Computation of the AD-Tree satisfying Equation (2.2) is problematic. A typ-
ical approach is to take the derivative of the function that is being minimized or
maximized, however the shape error is not differentiable at many points of the
domain. It is possible to break down the domain into individual rectangles of
differentiability, however, that is very computationally expensive due to multi-
ple computation of kernel additions involved by the shape error. Alternatively,
one could pre-compute the kernel additions on a very fine uniform partition, and
search for the smallest size and the best distribution of the partition, such that the
coordinates of partition points are on the fine partition. However this approach
is exponential in terms of the k.
To reduce the search space, we make the following assumption to find the
minimal partitioning. We start with a given (sparse) initial partitioning and allow
the initial partitioning to be further split into equal-sized hyper-rectangles. The
following result shows that the AD-Tree yields a minimal partitioning, provided
that the shape error is estimated robustly.
Theorem 2.1. At the end of the estimation process the number of partition points
in the AD-Tree is optimal with respect to the linear initial partition, provided that
the SE is approximated robustly and partition points are stored on a grid.
proof: We prove the theorem by a contradiction. Let AD-Tree be the final tree
that we derived from the initial grid and estimation error ε. Assume, the partition
is not optimal, i.e., there exists a grid Gp in the partition such its child grid Gc of
one of its cells Cp is not required, i.e.,
SE(λcJ , λ
c
J ′) ≤ ε, (2.3)
where λcJ and λ
c
J ′ are adjacent grid points in G
c.
The AD-Tree introduces new partition points only if the new partition points
decrease the shape error or are necessary to support the grid structure. Since λcJ
is a partition point, therefore it decreases the shape error or there exists another
partition point λcJ ′′ such that, λ
c
J , λ
c
J ′′ are in the same cell and λ
c
J ′′ decreases the
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shape error:
SE(λcJ , λ
c
J ′) > ε or (SE(λ
c
J , λ
c
J ′′) > ε and SE(λ
c
J , λ
c
J ′) ≤ ε). (2.4)
The contradiction proves the theorem. 
2.6.2 Local Dimensionality of the Data
Definition 2.8. Let S ⊂ D be a structure of the database such that the den-
sity in domain of S is non-linear along 1, . . . , d′ and linear along the remaining
dimensions d′ + 1, . . . , d. Then the local dimensionality of the structure is d′.
Theorem 2.2. [AD-Tree adjusts to the local dimensionality of the structures].
Let S ⊂ D be a d′-local dimensionality structure. Let 1, . . . , d′ be the dimensions
along which the density is non linear; the initial partitioning is chosen so the shape
error can be estimated robustly. Then AD-Tree adjusts to the local dimensionality
of the structure: the AD-Tree method will split the space along 1, . . . , d′ and will
not split along the remaining dimensions d′ + 1, . . . , d.
proof: Proof follows from the Definition 2.3. 
2.6.3 Initial Partitioning Based on the Extrema Points
The initial partitioning should be dense enough in order to approximate the shape
error robustly. If the initial partitioning is chosen too sparse, the approximated
shape error may be be below the threshold, however the true shape error be above
the threshold (cf. the are at the peak in Figure 2.15(a)). The initial partitioning
with an additional point at the peak of the density would make the approximation
of the shape error robustly (cf. Figure 2.15(a)).
Density
(a) Too Sparse Initial Partitioning (b) Good Initial Partitioning
Figure 2.15: Approximation of the shape error
In the remaining of the section we show that the initial partitioning based on
the extrema points of the density guarantees a robust approximation of the shape
error. Consider a one-dimensional case. Then the following is true.
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Theorem 2.3. Let λJ and λJ ′ be two adjacent partition points at extrema points
of the density. Then, on average the approximate shape error approximates the
shape error:
1
|λJ − λJ ′|
∫
x∈[λJ ,λJ′ ]
|ASE({λJ , λJ ′}, x, 1)− SE(λJ , λJ ′)| < ε, (2.5)
and
max
x∈[λJ ,λJ′ ]
|ASE({λJ , λJ ′}, x, 1)− SE(λJ , λJ ′)| < 2ε. (2.6)
Idea of the proof: Figure 2.16(a) illustrates the worst case scenario of the
approximate shape error. The estimation error is very skewed: in interval [λJ , x]
it is higher than ε and in interval [x, λJ ′ ] it is lower than ε. The average error
over both intervals can be in the worst case ε, while the worst case is bounded
by 2ε. 
ASE
MSE
Approx SE
Max SEMSE
ASE
Kernel Additions
Approx Density
λJ ′xλJ
(a) Worst Case Scenario for the approximated
shape error
EW
EH
EW − Equi−Width Histogram
Initial Partition
EH  − Equi−Height Histogram
(b) Estimation of Initial Partitioning from a
Histogram
Figure 2.16: Approximated Shape Error and the Initial Partitioning (1D)
Investigation of the error of approximate shape error in higher dimensional
case is analogous to the one-dimensional case, and a similar result can be formal-
ized:
Theorem 2.4. Let C be a cell such that the density is monotonically increasing or
decreasing in C, and the second derivative does not change the sign in C (f ′′(x) <
0 or f ′′(x) > 0). Then, on average average shape error approximates shape error:
1
|C|
∫
x∈C
|ASE(C, x, i)− SE(λJ , λJ ′)| < ε, (2.7)
and
max
x∈C
|ASE(C, x, i)− SE(λJ , λJ ′)| < 2ε, (2.8)
where λJ , λJ ′ ∈ C are two adjacent grid points.
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Databases usually create indexes (histograms or B-trees) for most commonly
queried attributes. These indexes can be used to approximate the initial partition.
Figure 2.16(b) illustrates the approximation of the initial partitioning. If an
equi-width histogram is given then one should allocate partition points at the
local minima and local maxima points of the density. If equi-height histogram is
given one can compute the density of the equi-width histogram in the following
way. One should compute the width w for each bin b; the equi-width value at
bin b is then 1/w. Note, that a b-tree can also be used to approximate the
initial partitioning, because each level of the tree correspond to an equi-height
histogram.
2.7 Approximate Answering of Aggregate Range
Queries
Queries of the form “total number of orders of customers which age is between
20-30”, “monthly income between 1500-5000Eur”, “weekly spending not less than
50Eur on gym” or “maximum number of working hours of any doctor in last 20
days” are examples of aggregate queries. Given a d-dimensional query frame ag-
gregate queries aggregate the data points within the frame (compute the COUNT,
SUM, AVG, MIN, or MAX).
Computation of precise aggregate queries can be computationally expensive
for large databases, since all data points in the query frame has to be examined.
In applications where exact answer of the aggregate query is not required approxi-
mate aggregates can be computed trading a bit of accuracy for a fast computation
of the answer. Typical examples of such applications are selectivity estimation,
OLAP, data warehousing, exploratory analysis, and data mining.
This section shows how to approximate aggregate queries using the AD-Tree.
There are two key challenges to approximate aggregate queries from the AD-Tree.
First, differently from other data summary structures, the AD-Tree stores con-
tinuous density information and, hence, the aggregate operators are defined by a
multiple integration of density function. Second, the AD-Tree do not aggregate
the data of their grids at different levels of the hierarchy, but increases the pre-
cision of the density. Any grid that fall into the query range may participate in
answering the query, however, only the unsplit cells of the grids provide the most
precise answer. The AD-Tree does not store the splitting information of grids
for compact representation of the tree and, therefore, this information must be
derived from the hierarchy of the grids.
This Section makes the following contributions:
 We prove that answering an aggregate query from the AD-Tree can be
rewritten as a multiple integral. The multiple integral is efficiently com-
puted with by linearly interpolating the density values on a limited number
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of points. Specifically, the number of points correspond to the number of
cell in the AD-Tree which fall into a query range.
 We develop two algorithms: ’Range Split’ and ’Bitmap’ to answer aggregate
queries approximately. The algorithms have different best and worst case
scenarios. The ’Range Split’ algorithm benefits when a large number of
cells fall into the query range and the ’Bitmap’ algorithm is preferable for
cases when grids in the query range has many child grids. Depending on
the query parameters we automatically select the best algorithm for query
answering.
 We experimentally compare querying the AD-Tree. Our results show that
the AD-Tree is more accurate and at least as fast as GenHist and wavelets.
The rest of this section is organized as following. In Section 2.7.1 we in
details discuss challenges of querying the AD-Tree. Sections 2.7.2, 2.7.3 present
our solution on finding unsplit cells, computation of their intersection with a query
range and computation of the multiple integral. We present the experiments on
querying in Section 2.9.6 together with all experiments on the AD-Tree.
2.7.1 Aggregate Queries as Functions of the Density
The AD-Tree stores density f of the data at the grid points. We write aggre-
gate operators COUNT, SUM, and AVG as multiple integration of f . Let d-
dimensional frame Fq be a range of aggregate query and n be the number of
tuples in the dataset. Then the number of tuples in query range Fq is:
COUNT (Fq) = n ·
∫
· · ·
∫
Fq
f([x]1, · · · , [x]d) d[x]1 . . . d[x]d,
the sum and average of the k-th attribute values in query range Q is:
SUM(Fq, k) = n ·
∫
· · ·
∫
Fq
[x]k · f([x]1, · · · , [x]d) d[x]1 . . . d[x]d,
AV G(Fq, k) =
SUM(Fq, k)
COUNT (Fq)
.
The following definition and lemma formalizes aggregate operators over AD-Tree:
Definition 2.9. [Cell-Query Intersection]. Let Fq = (P,Q) be a d-dimensional
query frame. Let Gk be a grid of d-dimensional AD-Tree. Then, intersection of
cell CkJ ⊆ Gk with query range Fq is d-dimensional frame (P kJ , QKJ ) satisfying:
[P kJ ]i = min(max([λ
k
J ]i, [P ]i),
[QkJ ]i = max(min([λ
k
J+I(i)]i, [Q]i), [λ
k
J ]i),
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
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Example 2.4. Let C12,2 = {(0.25, 0.25), (0.375, 0.25), (0.25, 0.375), (0.375, 0.375)}
be a cell and (P,Q) = ((0.3, 0.3), (0.8, 0.8)) be the query frame. The cell-query
intersection is
[P 12,2]0 = min(max(0.25, 0.3), 0.375) = 0.25
[Q12,2]0 = max(min(0.375, 0.8), 0.3) = 0.375
[P 12,2]1 = min(max(0.25, 0.3), 0.375) = 0.25
[Q12,2]1 = max(min(0.375, 0.8), 0.3) = 0.375.
Lemma 2.7.1. Let Ig denote the multiple integral of any aggregate operator.
Then, for any query range Fq, Ig(Fq) is the sum of Ig(P
k
J , Q
k
J) for all nonempty
cell-query intersections (P kJ , Q
k
J) such that C
k
J are not split:
Ig(Fq) =
∑
Ck
J
not split,
(Pk
J
,Qk
J
) not empty
Ig(P
k
J , Q
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Figure 2.17: The Challenge of Finding Unsplit Cells which Intersect with the
Query Range.
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According to the lemma above, for an accurate computation of the aggregate
queries we need to compute the multiple integrals only over the cells which are
not split further. Otherwise, we would get an under- or an overestimation of
the aggregate query in the overlap areas between grids at different levels of the
hierarchy. In the AD-Tree the non-overlap areas of the grids correspond to non-
split cells. Consider Figure 2.17 as an example. The input query range Fq =
((0.3, 0.3), (0.8, 0.8)) intersects with grids G0, G1, G2 and G3. Grids G1, G2 and G3
split cells of grid G0 and, hence, are child grids of G0. The overlap area of child
grids G1, G2 and G3 with grid G0 within the query range corresponds to split cells
of G0, i.e.: cells C01,3, C
0
1,2, C
0
1,1, C
0
2,1 and C
0
3,1. For an accurate computation of
the aggregate query we must not compute multiple integral over the split cells
but, only over the unsplit cells of the child grids. Otherwise, if we compute
multiple integral over all split and unsplit cells we get overestimated answer for
the aggregate query. If we compute multiple integral over the cells of one grid G0
we get underestimated answer for the aggregate range query.
Summarizing the above, there are two challenges in computing aggregate range
queries with the AD-Tree. First, we need to find unsplit cells within a query range
and for each compute cell-query intersection. Second, we need evaluate multiple
integral of the density function over each cell-query intersection. Next, we develop
efficient solutions for both challenges.
2.7.2 Finding Unsplit Cells and Computing Their Inter-
section Area with a Query Range.
The key challenge in finding unsplit cells and computing their intersection areas
with the query range, is to minimize the number of computations spend on re-
trieving intersections between frames. For example, in order two check if a cell
of a grid with m child grids is split, we need to traverse all m child grids and
compute intersections of their frame with the frame of the child. In this section
we develop two algorithms to find unsplit cell and their intersection area with a
query range. The ’Range Split’ algorithm iteratively splits the query range into
smaller subranges until each subrange encloses only unsplit cells of the grid. The
bitmap algorithm creates a d-dimensional bitmap. For each cell that fall into a
query range a full bit indicates that the cell is split. The algorithms have different
complexity. In the best case, the ’Range Split’ algorithm computes intersection
between two frames only ones. In the worst case, number of intersections com-
puted by the ’Range Split’ algorithm is quadratic wrt the number of child grids.
Complexity of the ’Bitmap’ algorithm is linear wrt the number of child grids,
however, the ’Bitmap’ algorithm is affected by the number of cells. The ’Range
Split’ algorithm is more preferable for cases when many cells fall into the query
range but there are only a few child grids. The ’Bitmap’ algorithm benefits in
cases when the node has a big number of child grids. We adaptively select the
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’Range Split’ or ’Bitmap’ algorithms depending on the characteristics of the grid.
− target child grid
− child grid
notation:
− query range
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3
Figure 2.18: Iterations of the ’Range Split’ Algorithm. Each Iteration Divides
Query Range into SubRange so that they do not Intersect with the Target Child
Grid.
Figure 2.18 illustrates the iterations of the ’Range Split’ algorithm on a two
dimensional grid G0. Grid G0 has three child grids G1, G2 and G3 which split
its cells in three corners except the top-right corner. Query range Fq encloses
both split and unsplit cells. The ’Range Split’ algorithm finds unsplit cells and
computes their intersection area with the query range by iteratively splitting the
query range into subranges. At each iteration the ’Range Split’ algorithm com-
putes the intersections of (sub)ranges with one child grid: it splits each (sub)range
that intersect with a child grid into new subranges so that none of them overlaps
with the frame of a child grid. For example, during the first iteration illustrated
in the Figure 2.18, the ’Range Split’ algorithm split query range Fq into new
subranges Fq1 and Fq2 so that they do not intersect with the child grid G
0. In
the next iteration the split algorithm proceeds with the next child grid and all
subranges or quits if there are no subranges or child grids to proceed on. For
example, during the second iteration illustrated in the Figure 2.18, the ’Range
Split’ algorithm proceeds with the next child grid G2. Grid G2 intersects only
with subrange Fq2 and, hence, the ’Range Split’ algorithm split Fq2 into one new
subrange Fq3. Subrange Fq1 encloses only cells of child grid G
3 and, hence, is elim-
inated during the third iterations. The algorithm terminates on fourth iteration
with subrange Fq3 which does not intersect with any child grid. The final output
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of the ’Range Split’ algorithm are query subranges, each enclosing only unsplit
cells of a grid, and computed intersection area of each unsplit cell with the query
range.
0
1 1
1
1 0
1
0
0
bitm
ap
the intersection
+1 computation of
the intersection
+4 computations of
the intersection
+1 computation of
the intersection
+1 computation of
G3
G1 G2
G0
Fq = ((0.3, 0.3), (1, 1))
Figure 2.19: The ’Bitmap Split’ Algorithm.
Figure 2.19 illustrates the ’Bitmap’ algorithm for a two dimensional grid G0
and query range Fq = ((0.3, 0.3), (1.0, 1.0)) which encloses nine cells in the grid.
The ’Bitmap’ algorithm starts from the creation of a d-dimensional bitmap with
number of bits equal to the number of cells in the query range. Initially, each bit
is set to zero indicating that all cells in the query range are unsplit. Next, the
’Bitmap’ algorithm computes unsplit cells and their intersection area with the
query range in two steps. First, it iterates through all child grids. If a child grid
intersects with the query range, then, by computing the intersection between
the child grid and the query range, the ’Bitmap’ algorithm identifies all cells
which are split by the child grid and set the corresponding bits in the bitmap.
Second, the ’Bitmap’ algorithm iterates through cells in the query range and,
if the corresponding bit in the bitmaps is zero, computes the intersection area
between the cell and query range.
Theorem 2.5. [’Bitmap’ Complexity]. Let G be the grid the of d-dimensional
AD-Tree. Let m be the number of child grids produced by the dimensional split,
unsplit and group steps of cells in G. Let c be the number of cells in grid G that fall
into the query range Fq. Then, in the worst case the ’Bitmap’ algorithm computes
m+ c
intersections of two frames.
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proof: The worst case for the ’Bitmap’ algorithm occurs when none of the
m child grids intersects with the query range. Thus, the ’Bitmap’ algorithm
computes intersection of the query range with all m child grids and with all c
cells. Figure 2.20(a) illustrates the worst case for the ’Bitmap’ algorithm. 
Theorem 2.6. [’Range Split’ Complexity]. Let G be the grid of the d-dimensional
AD-Tree. Let m be the number of child grids produced by the dimensional split,
unsplit and group steps of cells in G. Then, in the worst case the ’Range Split’
computes
m+
m(m− 1)(2d− 1)
2
intersections of two frames.
proof: The worst case for the ’Range Split’ algorithm occurs when: i) allm child
grids fall into the query range, ii) at each iteration the query range is split into
the maximal number of subranges and iii) each iteration computes intersections
with all subranges (no subranges are eliminated).
Since frame of a grid has 2d number of faces and ’Range Split’ algorithm
split the query range along the faces of grid’s frame, hence, in the worst case
2d− 1 new query subranges are produced in one iteration. Next, if each iteration
computes intersection with all previously produced subranges, then, the total
number of computed intersections after i-th iteration is expressed with arithmetic
progression:
ai = ai−1 + (2d− 1) and a1 = 1
, where ai and ai−1 is the number of intersections computed after i-th and (i−1)-
th iterations correspondingly, and (2d−1) is the number of new query subranges.
Computing the sum of the arithmetic progression for m elements proves the the-
orem. 
Besides, that in the worst case the ’Range Split’ algorithm has quadratic
complexity wrt to the number of child grids m, even in the worst case, it can
perform better than the ’Bitmap’ algorithm. Such situations are often present
when the number of cells that fall into the query range is greater than the number
of child grids. As an example let us consider Figure 2.20(b) which illustrates the
worst case for ’Range Split’ algorithm. The query range Fq encloses both child
grids G1 and G2 of grid G0. During the first iteration on grid G0, the ’Range
Split’ algorithm computes intersection of G1 with query range Fq and split it
into four subranges Fq1, Fq2, Fq3 and Fq4. During the second iteration the ’Range
Split’ algorithm computes intersection of G2 with all four subranges. This happens
because subrange Fq4, which actually intersects with G
2, is the last in the sequence
of subranges. In total, the ’Range Split’ algorithm 5 times computes intersection
of two frames. For the same scenario in Figure 2.20(b), the ’Bitmap’ algorithm 15
times computes intersection of two frames: 2 times when it computes intersections
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G0
G1
Fq
(a) The Worst Case for the ’Bitmap’ Algo-
rithm
G0
G1 G2
Fq Fq3
F
q4
F q
1
Fq2
(b) The Worst Case for the ’Range Split’ Al-
gorithm
Figure 2.20: The Worst Case Scenario for the ’Bitmap’ and ’Range Split’ Algo-
rithms.
of child grids with query range Fq and fills the bitmap, and 13 times when it
computes intersection area between each unsplit cell and the query range.
For the best computation speed of the aggregate queries, we enforce the fol-
lowing strategy to select the appropriate algorithm. For each grid we compute
the number of cells c that fall into a query range and compare it with a number
of child grids m. If c is greater than m(m−1)(2d−1)/2, when we use the ’Range
Split’ algorithm. Otherwise, we use the ’Bitmap’ algorithm.
Example 2.5. [Choosing the Appropriate Algorithm]. Let us consider Figures 2.18
and 2.19 which illustrate the ’Range Split’ and ’Bitmap’ algorithms on a two-
dimensional grid G0 with three child grids G1, G2 and G3. The query range en-
closes nine cells of grid G0. Since, the number of cells c in the query range is not
greater than m(m− 1)(2d− 1)/2:
c = 9 ≯ 9 = 3(3− 1)(4− 1)/2
we use the ’Range Split’ algorithm and that is the correct choice. The ’Range
Split’ algorithm need 5 times and the ’Bitmap’ algorithm 7 times to compute
intersections between two frames.
2.7.3 Efficient Computation of Multiple Integrals
In this section we prove, that multiple integrals in the AD-Tree can be efficiently
computed by a cheap linear interpolation without lost in the estimation precision.
The estimated density function in the AD-Tree is linear between grid points
of a cell. Hence, the value of estimated density at arbitrary d-dimensional point
x is computed with a help of the linear interpolation.
Definition 2.10. [Point-query of the AD-Tree tree]. Let CkJ be a cell. Let x ∈ F
be a point in the frame of the cell. Density estimation at x from the AD-Tree
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using the linear interpolation is
fˆ(x) =
∑
λk
J′
∈Ck
J
f(λkJ ′)×
d∏
i=1
(
1− |[x]i − [λ
k
J ′ ]i|
[λkJ+I(i)]i − [λkJ ]i
)
Theorem 2.7. Let frame (P kJ , Q
k
J) be a cell-query intersection. Then the multiple
integral over (P kJ , Q
k
J) of the estimated density is:
Qk
J∫
· · ·
∫
Pk
J
fˆ([x]1, · · · , [x]d) d[x]1 . . . d[x]d = v(P kJ , QkJ) · fˆ(m)
where m =
(
[Pk
J
]1+[QkJ ]1
2
, . . . ,
[Pk
J
]d+[Q
k
J
]d
2
)
is the middle point of frame (P kJ , Q
k
J) and
v(P kJ , Q
k
J) =
∏d
i=1([Q
k
J ]i − [P kJ ]i) is the volume of frame (P kJ , QkJ).
proof: The proof of the theorem derives from the mean value theorem which
states, that if function g : [a, b]→ R is an integrable positive function, then there
exists a number y in (a, b) such that:∫ b
a
g(t)dt = g(y)(b− a)
Next, we show that y is the middle point of frame (P kJ , Q
k
J) while integrating fˆ
over (P kJ , Q
k
J).
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Figure 2.21: Illustration of Theorem 2.7 for One-Dimensional Case.
Let us consider Figure 2.21 which illustrates the theorem for one-dimensional
case. The integral of fˆ over frame (P kJ , Q
k
J) is equal to the area of trapezoid
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P kJ fˆ(P
k
J ) Q
k
J fˆ(Q
k
J):∫ Qkj
Pkj
fˆ(x)dx =
fˆ(QkJ) + fˆ(P
k
J )
2
(Qkj − P kJ )
The observation, that (Qkj − P kJ ) is the length of integration interval [P kJ , QkJ ],
and (fˆ(QkJ) + fˆ(P
k
J ))/2 is the value of fˆ in the middle point of the integration
interval, i.e.:
fˆ
(Qkj + P kJ
2
)
=
fˆ(P kJ ) + fˆ(Q
k
J)
2
,
proves the theorem for one-dimensional case. Investigation of the theorem in n-
dimensional case is reduced two one-dimensional case since (P kJ , Q
k
J) is a frame
with faces perpendicular to axes and, hence, multiple integral of fˆ can be decom-
posed into a product of one-variable integrals. 
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Figure 2.22: Efficient Computation of the Multiple Integral.
Figure 2.22 applies Theorem 2.7 for query range Fq = ((0.3, 0.3), (0.8, 0.8)).
Query range Fq encloses 16 unsplit cells of the AD-Tree. Multiple integral of fˆ over
query range Fq is a sum of 16 multiple integrals computed over each cell-query
intersection of the unsplit cells. We efficiently compute multiple integral over
cell-query intersection by multiplying its volume with the value of the estimated
density function computed at the middle point of the cell-query intersection.
2.8 Algorithms and Complexity
AD-Tree method consists of five algorithms: constructADTree, dimsplit, unsplit,
merge and kernels We present the algorithms in turn.
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ConstructADTree (cf. Algorithm 1) constructs the AD-Tree from random d-
dimensional sample D′ of the dataset. The algorithm inputs two parameters: the
estimation precision ε and initial partitioning GI Ideally, the initial grid should be
chosen based on the extrema points of the density (cf. Section 2.6). In practice,
an initial grid of granularity 2 or 3 in each dimension i can be taken.
During the initial step (cf. Line 1 in Algorithm 1) the algorithm performs one
scan of the input data and computes kernel additions on the initial grid. The
initial grid becomes the root node of the AD-Tree. Each subsequent iteration
(Section 2.4) is a sequence of five steps: dimensional split, group (Lines 5–7 in
the Algorithm), kernel additions (Line 8), unsplit and group (Lines 9–12). The
dimensional split introduces new grids only in the cells and only in the dimensions
of high shape error. This ensures a minimal intermediate memory. The group
step organizes the grid points into memory efficient large grids. The dimensional
split of individual cells is not materialized. In contrast, the dimensional split and
the group steps are combined in the algorithm. First all cells are marked with
split dimensions and then grouped cells are introduced for all split cells. This
reduces stress of the memory management component.
2.8.1 Dimensional Split and Unsplit
Dimsplit and unsplit are given in Algorithms 2 and 3. Both dimensional split and
unsplit are integrated together with the group step for faster and more memory-
efficient implementation. In both algorithms we maintain a d-dimensional bit
array for each cell of the grid (cf. [BJ ] on Line 4 in Algorithm 2 and the same
line in Algorithm 3). The algorithms gather the split information for each cell
and at the end of the of the execution pass the split information into our group
algorithm. The group algorithm computes and materializes larger grids.
Algorithms 2 and 3 avoid multiple computation of the approximated shape
error on the same grid point. According to Definitions 2.3 and 2.6, at each grid
point of a cell and in each dimension i we compute the approximated shape error.
However, adjacent cells share grid points which yields to a multiple computation
of the approximated shape error. In a d-dimensional grid a grid point may be
shared by 2d number of cells and that results on a multiple computation of 2d
approximated shape errors. Algorithms 2 and 3 have linear time complexity: they
perform one scan of a grid and at each grid point they compute the approximated
shape error only once.
2.8.2 Group Step
The algorithm for the group step is presented in Algorithm 4. The algorithm
inputs grid G and bit array B for the all cells in the grid. The complexity of the
algorithm is linear wrt to the number of cells in grid G.
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Algorithm 1: constructADTree(D′ ⊆ D, ε, GI)
/* compute kernel additions on initial grid */
for X l ∈ D′ do kernels(GI , X l);1
/* compute the AD-Tree */
CurrentLevel = {GI};2
while CurrentLevel 6= ∅ do3
NewLevel = ∅;4
/* split grids and group the output into maximal grids */
for Gk ∈ CurrentLevel do5
NewLevel = NewLevel∪dimsplit(Gk, ε);6
end7
/* compute kernel additions on new grids */
for X l ∈ D′ do kernels(NewLevel, X l);8
/* remove unnecessary splits and group the output into
maximal grids */
for Gk ∈ CurrentLevel do9
M = {Gˆm ∈ NewLevel : Cˆm
Jˆ
= ds(CkJ ∈ Gk) for all CˆmJˆ ∈ Gˆm};10
NewLevel = (NewLevel −M)∪unsplit(Gk, M , ε);11
end12
/* store new level of the AD-Tree */
CurrentLevel = NewLevel;13
end14
Algorithm 4 iteratively computes frames of larger grids. At each iteration the
algorithm takes the smallest available index Jmin (cf. Line 3) and tries to expand
in all directions as far as possible (Lines 5–9). This ensures that frame Fmax is
of maximal grid and encloses only the cells of the input grid G of the same split.
Eventually we materialize the larger grid (Lines 10–14) and remove the cells from
the processing (Line 15).
2.8.3 Kernel Additions
The direct implementation of kernel addition (Equation 2.1) is for each grid point
scan the sample and augment the kernels on the grid point. This is computa-
tionally expensive and requires to scan over the sample for each grid point. The
organization of the grid points into grids allows to optimize computation of kernel
additions and decrease the number of scans. The optimization is based on the fact
that the kernel function is non zero in a bounded space. Therefore, a data point
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Algorithm 2: dimsplit(G, ε)
/* iterate through the grid points of the input grid */
for λ ∈ G do1
for i : 1 ≤ i ≤ d do2
/* if the approximated shape error at λ is greater than
ε set the ith bits of all cells containing λ */
if ASE(G, λ, i) > ε then3
for CJ ∈ G : λ ∈ CJ do [BJ ]i = 1;4
end5
end6
end7
return group(G, B);8
may add up kernel values only to a limited number of grid points as illustrated
in Figure 2.23. The two dimensional parabola corresponds to the Epanechnikov’s
kernel at data point X l. The radius of the base of the parabola is hopt (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3). Grid points which are covered by the parabola are influenced by data
point X l, i.e. kernel placed at X l is positive at these grid points and, hence,
contributes to the final density value at these grid points. All other grid points
are not influenced by data point X l and the contribution of the kernel at X l to
the density at these grid points is zero.
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Figure 2.23: Optimization of Kernel Additions.
Algorithm 5 summarizes the optimized computation of the kernel additions.
The algorithm inputs a set of grids and data point X l and computes the influence
range Jmin and Jmax by data point X
l. Finally, the algorithm iterates through
the influenced grid points and augments the kernels with K((λkJ −X l)/hopt).
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Algorithm 3: unsplit(Gp, {Gc0 ,Gc1 , . . . ,Gck}, ε)
/* iterate through child grids */
for {Gcl} do1
/* iterate through the grid points of Gcl excluding the grid
points co-occurring in Gp */
for λ ∈ Gcl \ Gp do2
for i : 1 ≤ i ≤ d do3
/* if the approximated shape error and is greater
than ε set the appropriate bit */
if ASE(Gcl , λ, i) > ε then [BJ ]i = 1 for all J : λ ∈ CJ ⊂ Gcl ;4
end5
end6
end7
return group ({Gc1 , . . . ,Gck}, B);8
2.9 Experiments
This Section evaluates the AD-Tree experimentally. We show the minimal inter-
mediate memory usage and efficient organization of the high dimensional points
in three ways. In Section 2.9.1 we show that the decrease of the shape error as
the number of iterations increases. The AD-Tree does not split the cells of the
tree if the shape error in the cell is already below the threshold. This reduces
the requirements for the intermediate memory substantially. In Section 2.9.2
we investigate the effectiveness of the dimensional split. The comparison of the
dimensional split versus the full split of the cells that require a split decreases
the memory requirements by at least of an order of magnitude and the effective-
ness increases as the dimensionality of the data increases. Comparison between
the AD-Tree and non-minimal intermediate memory techniques is given in Sec-
tion 2.9.3. We evaluate the approximation of the shape error in Section 2.9.4
and show the effectiveness of the AD-Tree on the real world data in Section 2.9.5.
Finally, Section 2.9.6 presents experiments evaluating the AD-Tree for computing
aggregate range queries.
Most of the experiments are produced on the three-dimensional spiral dataset
(cf. Figure 2.24). We used one-dimensional spiral dataset to illustrate the de-
crease of the shape error as the number of iteration increases (cf. Figure 2.25,
Section 2.9.1). In Section 2.9.2 evaluates the method for a two-dimensional and
three-dimensional datasets consisting of a one-dimensional line.
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Algorithm 4: group(G , B)
/* initialize the set of larger grids */
M = ∅;1
/* proceed until there are unprocessed cells */
while BkJ ∈ B : BkJ 6= 0 do2
/* start with the smallest available index */
Jmin = Jmax = min{J : BkJ 6= 0};3
/* expand in all dimensions at the beginning */
e = ([e]1, . . . , [e]d) = (true, . . . , true);4
/* iterate until there are no dimensions to expand */
while ∃i : [e]i = true do5
if BkJ = B
k
Jmin
for each Jmin ≤ J ≤ Jmax + I(i) : BkJ ∈ B then6
Jmax = Jmax + I(i);7
else ei = false;8
end9
/* create and add new larger grid to the output set */
Jmax = Jmax + I;10
Fmax = F(λJmin , λJmax);11
Smax =12 (
([BJmin ]1 + 1) · [Jmax − Jmin]1, . . . , ([BJmin ]d + 1) · [Jmax − Jmin]d
)
;
M = M ∪ G(Fmax, Smax);13
BkJ = 0 for all Jmin ≤ J < Jmax : BkJ ∈ B14
end15
return M ;16
Figure 2.24: Spiral Dataset.
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Algorithm 5: kernels({G0,G1, . . . ,Gk}, X l)
for Gk do1
/* compute the influence range of X l */
Jmin = min {J : |λkJ −X l| < hopt};2
Jmax = max {J : |λkJ −X l| < hopt};3
/* augment kernels */
for J : Jmin ≤ J ≤ Jmax do f(λlJ) = f(λlJ) +K
(λl
J
−Xl
hopt
)
;4
end5
2.9.1 Uniform Control of the Shape Error
Shape error enables the minimal intermediate memory of the AD-Tree. The
AD-Tree method identifies the cells where the shape error is higher than the
given threshold and adds grids to more accurately describe the density of the
data. The actual shape error for the spiral dataset (cf. Figure 2.25(a)) is around
the given threshold showing the effectiveness of the dimensional split. Since the
shape error is approximated, the actual shape error slightly exceeds the required
threshold in certain areas of the domain.
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Figure 2.25: Shape Error for the Spiral Dataset and threshold ε = 0.1
Figure 2.25(b) shows the decrease of the shape error after each iteration for
the spiral dataset. First iteration puts new grid points in the whole domain. After
that, the shape error is low at the left border of the domain and is aggressively
high in two intervals [0.37, 0.44] and [0.5, 0.8]. Grids introduced by the second
and third iteration more than twice decreases the shape error in these regions.
The iterative process stops when the approximated shape error is lower than the
required threshold resulting in the uniformly good approximation of the function.
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Figure 2.26 evaluates the construction of the AD-Tree numerically. Organiza-
tion of the grid points into a tree data structure results in a small overhead in
the construction of the summary structure. Most computational time is spent
for kernel additions and only very little is spent on computing and organizing
new grid points in a tree like data structure (cf. the first line in the table of
Figure 2.26(a)).
1 2 3 4 5 6
Kernel Additions 0.31 0.50 1.34 3.00 6.75 4.76
Dim.Split, Unsplit, Group 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Overall 0.31 0.50 1.35 3.01 6.76 4.78
(a) Time
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Figure 2.26: Memory and Time spent at the End of Each Iteration
Organization of the individual grids into larger grids is an essential and very
effective step of the AD-Tree especially as the number of the iterations increases
(cf. Figure 2.26(b)). For example, more than 2000 grids are introduced by the
dimensional split in iteration 4, around 40% of the grids are removed due to the
overestimation of the approximate shape error, and the remaining required small
grids are grouped only into 20–80 larger grids.
2.9.2 Dimensional Split
In this Section we evaluate the effectiveness of the dimensional split. We gener-
ated a two-dimensional (cf. Figure 2.27(a)) and a three-dimensional dataset (cf.
Figure 2.27(b)) containing one dimensional line.
Figure 2.27 evaluates the AD-Tree for datasets consisting of low dimensional
structures. The difference (cf. the dashed line for the dimensional split and
solid line for a non-dimensional split in the Figures) shows the increase of the
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effectiveness of the dimensional split as the threshold ε and the dimensionality of
the dataset increases.
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Figure 2.27: Memory Usage of the AD-Tree for Two- and Three-Dimensional
Datasets with a One-Dimensional Structure
We draw two conclusions from the experiment. First, the memory complexity
of the AD-Tree increases exponentially as the number of dimensions d increases (cf.
the scale of the Y Axis, Figure 2.27). The AD-Tree partitions the d-dimensional
space into a hierarchy of d dimensional grids and computes d-dimensional kernel
additions on the partition points. Since all the points are d-dimensional, the in-
crease is exponential as the number of dimensions increases. Second, the AD-Tree
adapts to the dimensionality of the structures. For two-dimensional dataset, the
dimensional split reduces the memory usage by 2–5 times. For three-dimensional
dataset, the dimensional split reduces the memory usage by 20–50 times. The
higher is the difference between the dimensionality of the dataset and the di-
mensionality of the structures, the bigger is the reduction of the memory. Our
experimental results show that the decrease of memory by the dimensional split
is exponential wrt d.
2.9.3 Related Techniques of High Intermediate Memory
Because no other kernel based density data summary structures are available for
direct comparison we compare the AD-Tree with a generalization of the most
common type of kernel estimator implemented on a uniform partitioning (UP)
with a fixed number of partition points. The conceptual simplicity makes UP
an attractive candidate. Note, that conclusions of the section are generalized
to equi-width histograms and wavelets: equi-width histograms allocate buckets
uniformly at cells of UP and wavelets compress equi-width histograms. We use
the three-dimensional spiral data set in our experiments.
We use two interpolation functions with the UP data structure: the con-
stant interpolation (UPC method) and the coordinate-wise linear function (UPL
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method). UPC assumes a stepwise constant function to interpolate the density
values between partition points. UPL uses the coordinate-wise linear function
to interpolate the density in between the grid points. Both UPC nor UPL allo-
cates a uniform grid and computes the kernel additions on it. We allocate such a
grid that the estimation error is below the given threshold in the whole domain.
Note, that neither UPC nor UPL cannot compute the size of the grid that the
estimation error is below the given threshold. In the experiment we had to derive
this information from the AD-Tree. For the UPL we choose the number of grid
points so the distance between any two consequent partition points is equal to
the smallest distance between any two consequent grid points in the AD-Tree:
NUPL =
(
min
λJ ,λJ′
{|λJ − λJ ′ |})−d,
where the minimum is computed over all leaf grid points. The number of grid
points for the UPC method is calculated so the difference of the values of the
density between any two consequent grid points is less than the given threshold:
NUPC =
(
min
λJ ,λJ′
{|(λJ − λJ ′)/(f(λJ)− f(λJ ′))|/ε+ 1})−d.
Experimental memory complexity for different estimation precisions is given
in Table 2.2. Since the UP data structures allocate the partition points uniformly,
the estimation results in a very skewed distribution of the shape error. In some
cells the shape error is very small, while in other cells it is just below the threshold.
Overall, the uniform condition of the UP methods requires to allocate a very fine
grid, resulting in dramatic increase of memory usage, as the error decreases.
The UPC method is impractical even for a relatively large threshold. The UPL
method performs a lot better, however is almost two orders magnitude worse than
AD-Tree.
ε 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.01
AD-Tree 0.02 29 233 2,607
UPL 0.04 256 8,256 65,792
UPC 0.33 129,313 3.01·108 1.47·1011
Table 2.2: Memory Consumption in KB for Different Precisions
Table 2.3 shows the experimental time complexity for the UPL and the AD-Tree.
We omit the timings for the UPC method, because it is infeasible to compute
them. The AD-Tree computes the estimation of the density almost 2–3 times
faster than the UPL method.
Table 2.4 shows the density computation time for a given query point x. We
selected 106 random queries and averaged the results. The time complexity of the
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ε 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.01
AD-Tree 0.31 5.06 63.81 497.40
UPL 0.33 8.92 289.98 1,574.47
Table 2.3: Computational Time in Seconds for Different Precisions
UPL method is constant, since one needs a constant time to identify the cell in the
array the query point falls into, and a constant time to to apply the coordinate
wise linear interpolation through the vertices of the cell to answer the query. The
time complexity of the computation of the density value is logarithmic wrt the
height of the tree in AD-Tree and therefore is higher for the AD-Tree compared
to the UPL method. However, the computation overhead is not that big, and is
only 2–3 times longer compared to the UPL method.
ε 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.01
AD-Tree 0.15 0.32 0.35 0.47
UPL 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Table 2.4: Computational Time in Seconds for 106 Density Queries
2.9.4 Approximated Shape Error
This section evaluates the quality of the approximate shape error where the initial
grid is set at the extrema points of the density. In the experiment we generated the
density of the form C1(n) = (x1x2x3)
n, and C2(n) = (x1x2x3)
−n in the unit cube
(x1, x2, x3) ∈ [(0.0.0), (1, 1, 1)]. We choose these two classes in the experiment,
since they represent a general case of a density function that is monotonically
increasing between the partition points (cf. Section 2.6.3).
Figure 2.28 evaluates the quality (the difference between the approximated
and the true shape error). The solid line in the experiments indicate the theo-
retical bound 2ε of the estimator. According to Theorem 2.4 the approximated
shape error varies in between these bounds.
We draw three conclusions from this experiment. First, that the actual ap-
proximation of the shape error is substantially better than the theoretical bound
of 2ε. Second, there is almost a linear relationship between the approximated and
true shape errors, i.e., ASE = cSE, where c is the slope constant of the linear rela-
tionship. Third, constant c > 0 for C1(n) (ASE < SE), and c < 0 (ASE > SE) for
C2(n). Therefore, density queries of the AD-Tree are underestimated for C1(n),
and overestimated for the class of C2(n).
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Figure 2.28: Approximated Shape Error
2.9.5 Real World Data
In this section we experimentally evaluate approximation quality, space and time
complexity of AD-Tree on real world data Forest dataset. The dataset established
itself as a comparison dataset for selectivity and density queries. The dataset con-
sists of more than a half a million tuples and more than fifty numeric attributes.
To asses the dimensional splits we use only three attributes of the dataset in
combination with uniformly distributed additional attributes. The organization
allows us to predict the density peaks and ensure that data distribution is the
same as dimensionality changes.
We compare AD-Tree GenHist (the state of the art in histograms) and Haar
wavelets (a good representative of wavelets) data summarization techniques. The
results show that (i) for the same approximation precision the AD-Tree is faster to
compute than Haar wavelets transformations and GenHist and (ii) the AD-Tree
does not suffer from high intermediate memory complexity.
For each data projection in the Forest dataset we fix the size of data sum-
mary produced by Haar wavelets transformations and GenHist to the size of the
AD-Tree that guarantees relative SE ≤ 0.01. Figure 2.29 illustrates the relation
between the dimensionality of the data and the size of the AD-Tree.
Figure 2.30(a) compares the construction time of the AD-Tree, Haar wavelets
and GenHist. The AD-Tree is faster to compute than GenHist and Haar wavelets
transformations. The construction of the Haar wavelets is faster only for the three
dimensional database. We could nod compute the Haar wavelets for databases of
dimensionality higher than four, since it requires more than 4Gb of intermediate
memory. Also, AD-Tree takes almost the same time to compute as GenHist.
Figure 2.30(b) compares the intermediate memory. Differently from the Haar
wavelets the intermediate memory of AD-Tree is a lot lower. Comparing AD-Tree
with Haar Wavelets transformations, for four dimensional data Haar Wavelets
requires about 400Mb of intermediate memory. In contrast to that, for the same
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Figure 2.29: The Size of AD-Tree that Guarantees Relative for ε = 0.01
amount of 400Mb of intermediate memory, AD-Tree tree can be computed up to
8-dimensional data.
2.9.6 Approximate Aggregate Queries
In this section we experimentally evaluate approximation quality and time com-
plexity of the AD-Tree for multidimensional aggregate range queries. We compare
the AD-Tree with GenHist and Haar wavelets approximate query answering tech-
niques. Since both GenHist and Haar wavelets support approximation only of
COUNT queries we limit the comparison only for the COUNT. We use the real
world Forest dataset in the experiments.
The results show that (i) on a low-dimensional data the AD-Tree has query
estimation accuracy close to the estimation accuracy of the Haar wavelets trans-
formations, (ii) the AD-Tree is more accurate for high-dimensional data, (iii) the
AD-Tree is faster compared to both Haar wavelets and GenHist.
We generated the query load in the following way: the dimensionality of the
range is set to the dimensionality of the data, the true selectivity varies between
1% and 5%, the volume of the range is set from 1% to 70%, the number of
multidimensional range queries is 10, 000. We reported the average relative error,
i.e., let
P = {p0, p1, ..., p1000} be a set of all queries in the workload, and Si be the
true and Sˆi be the estimated COUNT value of query pi. Then average relative
error is
1
|P |
|P |∑
i=0
|Si − Sˆi|
Si
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Figure 2.30: Comparison of Time and Memory Complexity
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Figure 2.31: Selectivity Estimation Computation Time and Quality
Figure 2.31(a) compares the average query time of the techniques. The
AD-Tree is much faster than Haar wavelets. For dimensionality up to eight the
AD-Tree tree response is less than a second. In contrast, already for the four
dimensional case Haar wavelets require at least 10 seconds to estimate the query.
GenHist shows faster results, however still slower that the AD-Tree. This is be-
cause GenHist need to consider all buckets within the query range even if the
contributions of the buckets to the answer is small. The AD-Tree performs better
because of the tree data structure: a lot fewer number of grid points are involved
in to answer the query compared to GenHist.
Figure 2.31(b) compares the average relative error. The AD-Tree and Haar
are very close to each other with almost the same accuracy. GenHist performs a
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lot worse.
2.10 Summary and Future Work
The existing data summary structures suffer from high intermediate memory
complexity. In this Chapter we develop the AD-Tree, a hierarchical summary
structure for multidimensional data which ensures minimal consumptions of in-
termediate memory. The AD-Tree summarizes multidimensional data in terms of
its density. It starts from a sparse initial grid that gives rough estimation of the
density of the data. The AD-Tree iteratively increases precision of the estimation
by placing new grid points along dimensions and areas where it increases the
precision of the estimation. We measure the estimation quality with the help of
the shape error. The shape error quantifies the deviation of the estimated den-
sity function from being linear on a one-dimensional grid. The dimensional split
extends shape error for multi-dimensional grids: it iterates through cells of a grid
and split them along dimensions of non-linearity of the estimated density func-
tion. The key challenges in answering aggregate range queries with the AD-Tree
is computation of multidimensional integrals and finding unsplit cells. We prove
that multidimensional integrals in the AD-Tree can be efficiently computed by a
cheap linear interpolation without lost of the estimation precision. We develop
two algorithms for finding unsplit cells and use them interchangeably depend-
ing on the parameters of the AD-Tree and query range. We prove optimality of
the AD-Tree with respect to the initial partition, and we show that the AD-Tree
adjusts to the local dimensionality of structures in the data and robustly approx-
imates the shape error if the initial partition is chosen based on extrema points
of the density. The experiments on real world and synthetics datasets confirm
the analytical results.
There exists several future research directions. We plan to extend the AD-Tree
with the update operation and apply our method on data streams and for indexing
multidimensional data. At the technical level it would be interesting to eliminate
the storage of the density measures at the same grid points in different levels of
the hierarchy.
Chapter 3
CORE Clustering
Current clustering techniques are able to identify arbitrarily shaped clusters in
the presence of noise, but depend on carefully chosen model parameters. The
choice of model parameters is difficult: it depends on the data and the cluster-
ing technique at hand, and finding good model parameters often requires time
consuming human interaction. In this chapter we propose CORE, a new non-
parametric clustering technique that explicitly computes the local maxima of the
density and represents them with cores. CORE proposes an adaptive grid and
gradients to define and compute the cores of clusters. The incrementally con-
structed adaptive grid and the gradients make the identification of cores robust,
scalable, and independent of small density fluctuations. Our experimental studies
show that CORE without any carefully chosen model parameters produces better
quality clustering than related techniques and is efficient for large datasets.
3.1 Introduction
CORE is a novel nonparametric clustering technique that explicitly computes and
represents local density maxima. Neither the shape nor the dimensionality of
these maxima is restricted. Modeling clusters in terms of explicitly computed
local maxima permits clusters with two- or higher-dimensional maxima that are
close to each other or overlap. Related clustering techniques do not explicitly
represent local maxima. Instead they model clusters by, e.g., sets of unconnected
one-dimensional maxima points [33], dense areas [17, 3], and statistical properties
such as mean and variance (e.g., centers and medoids, representative points [24],
and CF vectors [69]).
The explicit computation of the local maxima of the density faces two chal-
lenges. First, the density maxima of numeric datasets are affected by small density
fluctuations. Density fluctuations produce false peaks and a robust identification
of local maxima is non-trivial. Second, the explicit computation of maxima of
the density quickly becomes prohibitively expensive for large multi-dimensional
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datasets. CORE successfully solves these challenges with the help of a multi-
dimensional sequential organization of a minimal number of grid points.
Our method does not assume that clusters follow an a-priori model and does
not require model parameters that guide the clustering process. CORE is a non-
parametric method since the clustering only depends on the precision of the den-
sity estimation of the AD-Tree. The precision of the AD-Tree is controlled by
ε, which is not a model parameter and exhibits a monotonic behavior for values
larger than the kernel bandwidth: a decrease of ε yields an increase of the estima-
tion precision of the AD-Tree and, hence, a higher quality clustering (at the cost
of a higher runtime). Related clustering techniques depend on various model pa-
rameters like the number of clusters, number of cluster representatives, shrinking
parameter, and size of the neighborhood. Model parameters allow to adjust the
method to different datasets and application scenarios. This can be useful for spe-
cialized applications, but in most cases choosing model parameters significantly
complicates the analysis process and there is no guarantee that appropriate model
parameters exist to get a specific clustering behavior. In general, the values of
model parameters must be computed based on heuristics, statistical properties of
the data, domain knowledge, or results of previous clusterings. Choosing model
parameters becomes particularly challenging for large multi-dimensional data. In
addition, the model parameters exhibit a non-monotonic behavior: an increase
or decrease of the values of the parameters does not guarantee an increase of the
quality of the clustering.
Problem Definition: LetD ⊂ Rd be a d-dimensional dataset and let fˆ(x) be
a continuous estimate of the density function of D. We propose a nonparametric
approximation and explicit representation of the maximal areas of fˆ(x) that is
robust to small density fluctuations.
CORE clusters the data in three steps: (i) computation of the AD-Tree density
summary of the data with the help of the kernel density estimation method, (ii)
computation of cores in the AD-Tree and assigning grid points to cores, and (iii)
labeling the points from the dataset. Figure 3.1 illustrates the steps for a sample
two dimensional dataset with two clusters. First, we compute the AD-Tree from a
random sample of the dataset. The AD-Tree is a hierarchy of d-dimensional grids
(cf. Figure 3.1(a)) that store density values at grid points (cf. Figure 3.1(g)).
During the second step we compute the cores and assign grid points to cores. Fig-
ure 3.1(c) illustrates cores X1 and X2, which are grid points denoted by triangles:
X1 consists of five grid points and X2 consists of one grid point. Cores X1 and X2
approximate two peaks in the density function shown in Figure 3.1(g). The third
step labels each tuple with the core of the closest grid point.
The main contributions of our work are the following:
 We develop CORE, a novel clustering technique that explicitly computes
density maxima and represents them with cores. CORE does not require
any model parameters and ensures a high quality clustering.
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 We introduce the rectangular neighborhood of grid points in the AD-Tree,
which, together with gradients ensures a robust computation of cores of any
dimensionality that is resilient to density fluctuations in the dataset.
 We extensively evaluate CORE. Our experimental results show that the
clustering quality of CORE is superior to state of the art clustering tech-
niques if clusters are close to each other or overlap. CORE efficiently scales
up with the dimensionality and the size of the sample.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the related work.
Section 3.3 gives preliminaries. Sections 3.4 and Section 3.5 define rectangular
neighborhood and cores, respectively. Section 3.6 explains the clustering of grid
and data points. Section 3.7 gives analytical investigation of CORE. Section 3.8
presents the clustering algorithms and Section 3.9 evaluates CORE experimentally.
Section 3.10 summarizes and concludes the chapter.
3.2 Related Work
DBScan [17], OPTICS [3], and DENCLUE 2.0 [33] are density-based techniques
that compute local maxima implicitly. Clusters identified by DBScan satisfy
the following properties: i) inside a cluster there are at least minPts points
within radius ε and ii) border points of clusters are density reachable from points
located inside the clusters. OPTICS observes that the identification of clusters
at all density levels is not possible with minPts and ε only. OPTICS orders data
points according to their reachability distances and computes a reachability plot
that summarizes DBScan for different values of ε, but introduces a parameter for
reachability plots. Clusters in reachability plots correspond to valleys between
steep areas and are easily determined visually. Similarly to DBScan, DENCLUE
identifies clusters only at one density level and is sensitive to local fluctuation
of the density. It employs two model parameters: σ controls the radius of the
neighborhood and ξ defines the lowest density level. DENCLUE assigns data
points to peaks of the density by moving them along gradients in automatically
computed steps. DENCLUE efficiently captures spherical clusters but does not
provide an algorithm for the computation of arbitrarily shaped clusters: according
to the definition in Hinneburg et al. [28] grouping density peaks into arbitrarily
shaped clusters is an NP complete problem. All techniques model clusters with
dense areas and do not model the local maxima explicitly. A careful selection of
the input parameters (if possible at all) is required to achieve a good clustering.
Data Bubbles [9] compresses a large dataset into a small number of data
bubbles that improve the performance of OPTICS by an order of magnitude.
Similar to clustering features in BIRCH, data bubbles store statistical information
of a subset of the data. The detailed statistical information maintained by Data
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Figure 3.1: Three steps of CORE: computation of AD-Tree, clustering of grid
points and querying.
Bubbles allows a good clustering quality for high compression rates. Data Bubbles
introduces the size of the control sample as a parameter.
Similar to DBScan and OPTICS, CLIQUE [2], WaveCluster [54] and Shrinking
[56] are grid based clustering techniques and model clusters by dense areas (union
of dense cells). CLIQUE finds all low-dimensional subspaces that contain clusters.
WaveCluster uses wavelets to transform the data into the frequency domain where
it computes k-connected dense cells. Shrinking moves data points of dense cells
towards centroids and efficiently finds condensed and well-separated clusters. The
techniques depend on parameter τ , which defines dense cells and parameter ξ,
which defines the width of a cell. If the data within the cells are distributed
uniformly then the dense cells yield the same results as our technique. If the cells
are not distributed uniformly the ξ parameter must be selected very carefully to
avoid that a cluster is split. The negative effects of an incorrectly chosen ξ can
be partially eliminated with WaveCluster with two other parameters: the radius
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ǫ and the number of cells k in the k-ǫ neighborhood of a cell. Shrinking addresses
the parameter selection by finding clusters on several differently sized grids and
selecting the best quality clusters. The techniques work well for datasets with
clusters that can be separated by a single density level. Still, they depend on a
good choice of ξ, particularly, if clusters differ in size, shape or distribution. In
contrast, CORE adaptively allocates the width ξ of cells and models the clusters
with explicit local maxima.
BIRCH [69] and CURE [24] are hierarchical clustering techniques that model
clusters with the help of average and standard deviation of clusters (clustering
features). BIRCH organizes clustering features, each computed for a subset of
the data, into the CF tree. The clustering features of each leaf node represent
non-overlapping d-dimensional disks that partition the entire dataset. CURE
models clusters with c representative points and the α shrinking factor. Rep-
resentative points naturally extend the modeling of clusters from one (average)
point per cluster to multiple representative points per cluster. In each iteration
CURE chooses the most scattered points in the cluster as representative points
and shrinks the representative points towards the centroids by factor α to avoid
anomalies. For symmetric clusters the average of the cluster coincides with the
local maxima. For asymmetric clusters, with multiple maxima points, the quality
of the BIRCH and CURE clustering deteriorates. The method could place the
average and the representative points even outside the actual clusters. Adjusting
the input parameters can help to reduce the negative impact for spherical clusters
but remains difficult or impossible for clusters with local maxima forming curves,
surfaces, or other non-single point sets.
RIC [7] and ClusteringAggregation [22] are the latest general purpose tech-
niques that aim to improve the quality of existing parametric clustering methods.
RIC is an automatic framework to refine clusters by assigning to each of them a
probability density function and, then, merging them based on the Volume After
Compression (VAC) criterion. ClusteringAggregation proposes five algorithms
that aggregate results of several clustering techniques according to the measure
of disagreement. Both techniques improve the clustering quality, but cannot split
merged or identify undetected clusters. Moreover, our experiments show that
RIC improves the quality only if clusters are clearly separated in space. The
complexity of the techniques is quadratic in the number of data points and do
not scale to large datasets.
Recently, a number of parametric clustering techniques were proposed to deal
with specific data. Chen et al. [13] and Cao et al. [10] are new methods for clus-
tering data streams without assumption about the number of clusters. Chen et
al. [13] is density based and uses a decay factor to deal with changing clusters in
data streams. Cao et al. [10] discover arbitrarily shaped clusters with the help
of a core-micro-cluster synopsis. Both, works depend on four input parameters.
Kriegel at al. [38, 37] adopt OPTICS and DBScan for clustering uncertain data
by representing uncertainty with a distance density function. Zhao at al. [70] pro-
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pose a graph-based clustering technique which, based on seven input parameters,
finds coherent clusters in three-dimensional gene expressions. Moise at al. [45]
propose a parametric subspace clustering technique that is based on statistically
significant regions. Network clustering is investigated in Xu et al. [66]. Evolu-
tionary clustering [11] considers the problem of clustering data over time. Binary
clustering is investigated in Li [40]. Wu et al. [64] improve K-Means for sparse
data by replacing the objective function with the Shannon entropy. 4C [8] and
CURLER [59] incorporate linear correlation information into clustering with the
help of a λ-dimensional linear set. None of these methods models clusters with
explicit local maximas and the methods are based on parametric models with
different model parameters.
3.3 Preliminaries
CORE clustering uses the AD-Tree to incrementally compute the density estimate
fˆ and compress it into a hierarchy of d-dimensional grids. This section illustrates
and refreshes definitions in Chapter 2 of the key elements of the AD-Tree: frame,
grid, and cell.
Throughout we use the following notation. We denote a grid by Gk, a grid
point by λkJ , and a cell by C
k
J . J = (j1, . . . , jd) is d-dimensional index to identify
cells and grid points within a grid. We denote the gradient at point x by ∇fˆ(x).
We write [x]i to refer to the coordinate of a d-dimensional point x in the i-th
dimension. Grid, frame, cell and grid point belong to a node in the AD-Tree. We
use superscript k for the index of the node. The origin is the d-dimensional point
with coordinate (0, ..., 0).
Definition 3.1. [Frame] A frame F k = (P k, Qk) is a pair of d-dimensional
points. P k and Qk define a d-dimensional hyper-rectangle with edges parallel to the
coordinate axes. P k = (P k1 , . . . , P
k
d ) is closest to the origin and Q
k = (Qk1, . . . , Q
k
d)
is farthest from the origin.
Definition 3.2. [Granularity] A granularity Sk = (Sk1 , . . . , S
k
d ) is a d-dimensional
vector of positive integers.
Definition 3.3. [Grid] Let F k = (P k, Qk) be a frame and Sk be a granularity. A
grid Gk(F k, Sk) = {λkJ=(j1,...,jd) : ji = 0, . . . , Ski ; i = 1, . . . , d} is a set of grid points
where [λkJ ]i = P
k
i + ji(Q
k
i − P ki )/Ski .
Example 3.1. [Grid] Consider grid G10 in Figures 3.1(e) and 3.1(a). F 10 =(
(0.125, 0.0), (0.625, 0.125)
)
is the frame and S10 = (4, 2) is the granularity of
G10. There are (S101 +1) · (S102 +1) = 15 grid points in G10. Along each dimension
grid points are equally spaced, and in our example the position of grid point λ103,1
in dimension i = 1 is [λ103,1]1 = 0.125+3 ·(0.625−0.125)/4 = 0.5 and in dimension
i = 2 is [λ103,1]2 = 0.0 + 1 · (0.125− 0.0)/2 = 0.0625.
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Definition 3.4. [Cell] Let Gk(F k, Sk) be a grid and J = (j1, . . . , jd) < (S
k
1 , . . . , S
k
d )
be a d-dimensional index. A cell CkJ consists of all vertices on a minimal frame
and is identified by the index of the grid point that is closest to the origin:
CkJ = {λkl1,...,ld : li ∈ {ji, ji + 1}, i = 1, . . . , d}.
Example 3.2. [Cell] Consider grid G10 in Figures 3.1(e) and 3.1(c). Then,
C102,1 = {λ102,1, λ102,2, λ103,2, λ103,1}.
Definition 3.5. [Gradient] The gradient ∇fˆ(x) at point x is a d-dimensional
vector of derivatives of fˆ at x:
∇fˆ(x) =
( ∂fˆ
∂x1
(x), . . . ,
∂fˆ
∂xd
(x)
)
Example 3.3. [Gradient] Consider grid G10 in Figures 3.1(e). The arrow at grid
point λ101,1 = (0.25, 0.0625) is gradient ∇fˆ(λ101,1) = (0.02, 0.0425).
3.4 Rectangular Neighborhood
A rectangular neighborhood localizes stationary points of fˆ in the AD-Tree and
is the key concept for the exact computation of core points. A core point is a
stationary point that correspond to local maxima. Rectangular neighborhood
may span multiple grids and are generalizations of frame and cell, respectively.
Intuitively, a rectangular neighborhood consists of grid points that lie on the
sides of an embedding frame. The embedding frame E(λkJ) encloses a grid point
λkJ into a minimal frame that satisfies the following requirements: i) only one grid
point λkJ lies inside F (λ
k
J) and ii) each edge of F (λ
k
J) contains at least two points
of cells that include λkJ .
3.4.1 Embedding Frame
Figure 3.2 illustrates the embedding frame E(λkJ) = ((0.5625, 0.0625), (0.6875,
0.1875)) of grid point λ160,0. There is only grid point λ
16
0,0 inside E(λ
k
J) and each
edge of E(λkJ) includes at least two grid points of a cell that include λ
16
0,0.
Definition 3.6. [Embedding Frame]. Let Φ(λkJ) be all grid points from cells that
contain a grid point equal to λkJ :
Φ(λkJ) =
⋃
Cl
M
:λk
J
∈Cl
M
ClM
Let Φ−i (λ
k
J) be the set of ith coordinates smaller than the ith coordinate of λ
k
J :
Φ−i (λ
k
J) =
{[
λ
]
i
:
[
λ
]
i
<
[
λkJ
]
i
, λ ∈ Φ(λkJ)
}
(3.1)
Φ+i (λ
k
J) =
{[
λ
]
i
:
[
λ
]
i
>
[
λkJ
]
i
, λ ∈ Φ(λkJ)
}
(3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Incomplete Rectangular Neighborhood
The embedding frame E(λkJ) = (P (λ
k
J), Q(λ
k
J)) for λ
k
J is defined for each coordi-
nate as follows:
[
P (λkJ)]i =
{
max{Φ−i (λkJ)} if Φ−i (λkJ) 6= ∅[
λkJ
]
i
otherwise
(3.3)
[
Q(λkJ)]i =
{
min{Φ+i (λkJ)} if Φ+i (λkJ) 6= ∅[
λkJ
]
i
otherwise.
(3.4)
Example 3.4. [Embedding Frame]. Consider λ160,0 = (0.625, 0.125) in Figure 3.2.
The set Φ(λ160,0) of grid points of cells that contain grid point λ
16
0,0 is
Φ(λ160,0) =
{
(0.5, 0.0625), (0.625, 0.0625), (0.5, 0.125),
(0.5625, 0.125), (0.5625, 0.1875), (0.625, 0.1875),
(0.6875, 0.0625), (0.6875, 0.125), (0.625, 0.25),
(0.6875, 0.25)
}
Set Φ−1 (λ
16
0,0) contains the first coordinates of Φ(λ
16
0,0) that are smaller than the first
coordinate of λ160,0. Similarly, Φ
−
2 (λ
16
0,0) contains the second coordinates of Φ(λ
16
0,0)
that are smaller than the second coordinate of λ160,0:
Φ−1 (λ
16
0,0) =
{
0.5, 0.5625
}
Φ−2 (λ
16
0,0) =
{
0.0625
}
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From Equation 3.3:
P (λ160,0) =
(
max
{
Φ−1 (λ
16
0,0)
}
,max
{
Φ−1 (λ
16
0,0)
})
=
(
0.5625, 0.0625
)
.
The computation of Q(λ160,0) is equivalent. Thus, the embedding frame of λ
16
0,0 is
E(λ160,0) =
(
P (λ160,0), Q(λ
16
0,0)
)
=
(
(0.5625, 0.0625), (0.6875, 0.1875)
)
.
3.4.2 Rectangular Neighborhood
The white circles in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the rectangular neighborhoods
for grid points λ160,0 and λ
11
1,1. Intuitively, the rectangular neighborhood of a grid
point λkJ consists of grid points that are on the embedding frame of λ
k
J and belong
to the set Φ(λkJ).
0.0
0.68750.56250.5 0.75
0.0625
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0.1875
0.4375 0.625
G15
G10
G16
G11
G14
E(λ111,1)
λ11
1,1
4
2
1
0 1 23
210
1
210
1
2
2
i
=
2
i = 1
Figure 3.3: Complete Rectangular Neighborhood
Definition 3.7. [Rectangular Neighborhood]. Let E(λkJ) =
(
P (λkJ), Q(λ
k
J)
)
be the
embedding frame of grid point λkJ . The rectangular neighborhood of grid point λ
k
J
consists of all grid points in Φ(λkJ) that are on the embedding frame:
R(λkJ) =
{
λ ∈ Φ(λkJ) :
[P (λkJ)]i ≤ [λ]i ≤ [Q(λkJ)]i, i = 1, . . . , d
}
\λkJ
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where Φ(λkJ) is defined according to Definition 3.6.
Example 3.5. [Rectangular Neighborhood]. Rectangular neighborhood of λ160,0 is
the following set
R(λ160,0) = {(0.5625, 0.1875), (0.625, 0.1875),
(0.5625, 0.125), (0.625, 0.125), (0.6875, 0.125),
(0.625, 0.0625), (0.6875, 0.0625)}
The rectangular neighborhood R(λkJ) is maximal if all grid points of Φ(λ
k
J) \
{λkJ} are on the embedding frame. We call such a rectangular neighborhood
complete. In Figure 3.3, all grid points of cells that contain λ111,1, except λ
11
1,1 are
on the embedding frame and therefore R(λ111,1) is complete.
Definition 3.8. [Complete and Incomplete Rectangular Neighborhood]. Rectan-
gular neighborhood R(λkJ) is complete if |R(λkJ)| = 3d−1 and incomplete otherwise.
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Figure 3.4: Grid Points with Complete and Incomplete Rectangular Neighbor-
hood.
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1st Condition 2nd Condition
Core Point Satisfied Satisfied
Neighborhood Point Satisfied Unsatisfied
Saddle Point Unsatisfied Satisfied
Inflection Point Unsatisfied Unsatisfied
Minima Unsatisfied Unsatisfied
Not Stationary Point Unsatisfied Unsatisfied
Table 3.1: Definition 3.9 for Different Points.
In Figure 3.4 black squares are grid points with a complete rectangular neigh-
borhood and white polygons are grid points with an incomplete rectangular neigh-
borhood. White polygons occurs only in places where fˆ is monotonically increas-
ing or decreasing, i.e., in places where fˆ has no stationary points.
Theorem 3.1. A grid point with an incomplete rectangular neighborhood is not
a stationary point of fˆ .
3.5 Cores of Clusters
A Core approximates a set of local maxima points of the density function of the
data from the AD-Tree. Rectangular neighborhood efficiently localizes stationary
points: places where the derivative of the density function is zero, including local
minima, local maxima, saddle and inflection points. In the following definition
we formulate specific conditions that captures only the local maxima and leaves
out all other types of stationary points.
Definition 3.9. [Core of a Cluster]. Let X = {λk1J1 , . . . , λktJt , . . . } in a d-dimensional
AD-Tree. Let for each λktJt ∈ X its rectangular neighborhood R(λktJt) be complete.
Then, X is a core of a cluster iff it is a maximal and connected set with the
following conditions satisfied:
1. Many gradients of points from rectangular neighborhood point towards the
core point: ∣∣∣{λ ∈ R(λktJt) : ∠(λktJt − λ,∇fˆ(λ)) < 90◦}∣∣∣ ≥ 2 · 3d−1 (3.5)
2. There are two gradients pointing to λktJt from opposite directions: there exists
λ, µ ∈ R(λktJt) such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) For each coordinate i : 1 ≤ i ≤ d one of the above Equation 3.6 and
Equation 3.7 is satisfied: [
λ
]
i
=
[
µ
]
i
=
[
λktJt
]
i
(3.6)
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[
λ
]
i
=
[
P (λktJt)
]
i
and
[
µ
]
i
=
[
Q(λktJt)
]
i
(3.7)
(b) ∠
(
λktJt − λ,∇fˆ(λ)
)
< 45◦ and ∠
(
λktJt − µ,∇fˆ(µ)
)
< 45◦
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of Definition 3.9 for different type of stationary points
Figure 3.5 illustrates how Definition 3.9 distinguishes core points from other
types of stationary points. Grid point λ140,2 in Figure 3.5(a) is a core point since
it satisfies both conditions: 6 gradients (cf. Equation 3.5, 2 · 32−1 = 6) are point-
ing towards the core point and there are 2 gradients at λ = λ140,3 and λ = λ
14
0,1
pointing to the core point from the opposite directions. Not core points λ201,0 in
Figure 3.5(b), λ203,3 in Figure 3.5(c) and Figure 3.5(d) do not satisfy one or both
conditions in Definition 3.9. λ201,0 does not satisfy first condition, since, there are
only 3 gradients pointing towards the grid point. In fact, λ201,0 is a saddle point
(maxima point towards one diagonal and minima point towards the other diag-
onal). λ203,3 does not satisfy second condition, since there are no 2 gradients that
point to λ203,3 from the opposite directions. This situation happens close to the
core point (cf. the discussion below). Grid point λ171,1 has no gradients in its
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neighborhood pointing towards λ171,1 and, therefore, is not a core point. In fact,
λ171,1 is a local minima.
The rationale for at least 2 · 3d−1 gradients pointing towards core points is the
following. If λkJ is a core point then all gradients in the rectangular neighborhood
of λkJ should point towards λ
k
J , except the gradients at grid points of the rect-
angular neighborhood which also are core points. In general, in d-dimensional
datasets with up to (d-1)-dimensional cores (0-d are points, 1-d are curves, ...),
there are 3d number of gradients in the complete rectangular neighborhood of
a grid point, and of these 3d−1 do not necessarily point towards the core point.
Therefore, λkJ is a core point iff there are 3
d− 3d−1 = 2 · 3d−1 number of gradients
in its rectangular neighborhood that point towards λkJ .
Example 3.6. [Core, first condition, Equation 3.5]. We show that gradient
∇fˆ(0.5625, 0.4375) in Figure 3.5(b) is not pointing towards grid point λ201,0 =
(0.5625, 0.5).
We compute the angle between the gradient ∇fˆ(0.5625, 0.4375) and direction
connecting points (0.5625, 0.4375) and (0.5625, 0.5). The angle between any two
vectors ~v1 and ~v2 is computed as following:
∠
(
~v1, ~v2
)
= arccos
(
~v1 · ~v2
||~v1|| · ||~v2||
)
In our case
~v1 = ∇fˆ(0.5625, 0.4375) = (−0.03,−0.004)
~v2 = (0.5625, 0.5)− (0.5625, 0.4375) = (0.0, 0.0625)
Therefore,
arccos
(
(0.0, 0.0625) · (−0.03,−0.004)
||(0.0, 0.0625)|| · ||(−0.03,−0.004)||
)
≈ 143◦.
143◦ > 90◦ and, hence gradient ∇fˆ(0.5625, 0.4375) is not pointing towards λ201,0.
Close to the local maxima many gradients are pointing towards one point
and, hence, first condition of Definition 3.9 is satisfied for several grid points (cf.
Figure 3.5(c)). Second condition ensures that only grid point which is the closest
to local maxima is declared as a core point. Grid points λ203,3 and λ
20
2,2 are approxi-
mating the same local maxima and both satisfy first condition. Second condition
of Definition 3.9 selects λ203,3 as a core point, since, it is the best approximation of
the local maxima.
Technically, second condition consists of two sub-conditions (a) and (b): (a)
defines opposite points of R(λkJ) and sub-condition (b) defines gradients which are
pointing to the core point from opposite points of R(λkJ). Next, we explain and
illustrate them individually.
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Example 3.7. [Core, second condition]. Grid points λ = (0.625, 0.75) and µ =
(0.75, 0.625) from R(λ203,3) in Figure 3.5(c) are opposite. Indeed, the embedding
frame of λ203,3 is E(λ
20
3,3) =
(
(0.625, 0.625), (0.75, 0.75)
)
. λ and µ are opposite
since for each coordinate i they satisfy Equation 3.7:[
λ
]
1
= 0.625 =
[
P (λ203,3)
]
1[
µ
]
1
= 0.755 =
[
Q(λ203,3)
]
1[
λ
]
2
= 0.750 =
[
P (λ203,3)
]
2[
µ
]
2
= 0.625 =
[
Q(λ203,3)
]
2
Grid points λ = (0.6875, 0.7500) and µ = (0.7500, 0.6250) of the same R(λ203,3)
are not opposite since Equation 3.6 and 3.7 are not satisfied for coordinate i = 1:[
λ
]
1
6= [µ]
1
;
[
λ
]
1
6= [P (λ203,3)]1; [λ]1 6= [Q(λ203,3)]1.
The angles between the gradients at the opposite points and the direction to
the core point should be less than 45◦. Any two opposite grid points λ, µ ∈
R(λ203,3) do not satisfy this condition (cf. Figure 3.5(c)) and, hence λ
20
3,3 is not
a core point.Core point λ140,2 (cf. Figure 3.5(a))satisfies this condition with λ =
(0.25, 0.1875) and µ = (0.25, 0.3125).
Summarizing, Table 3.1 compares first and second conditions for different
types of points. Only core points satisfy all conditions of Definition 3.9.
3.6 Labeling Grid and Data Points
We label each data point ts with the cluster number of its closest grid point. The
cluster number of grid point λkJ is the index of a core to which the gradient path
of λkJ leads. The gradient path of λ
k
J is a sequence of grid points that starts at λ
k
J
and the gradient at each grid point except the last one is pointing towards the
next grid point of the path.
Definition 3.10. [Gradient Path]. The gradient path of λkJ is a sequence of grid
points P (λkJ) = (λ1, . . . , λs), such that the first element is λ1 = λ
k
J , last element
is a core point and each λt is a neighbor of λt−1 that satisfies:
∠
(∇fˆ(λt−1), λt − λt−1) =
min
xu∈R(λt−1)
∠
(∇fˆ(λt−1), xu − λt−1) (3.8)
3.7 Analytical Investigation
This section analytically evaluates first condition of Definition 3.9.
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Theorem 3.2. Let L be a d-dimensional line segment satisfying the following two
properties: (i) L is a local maxima set of the density function of the data and (ii)
L is parallel to one of the axis of the coordinate system. Let λ ∈ L, (P (λ), Q(λ))
be the embedding frame such that P (λ) and Q(λ) are close enough to λ. Then
there are at least 2 · 3d−1 gradients at points from Ψ(λ) pointing towards λ.
Proof. λ is the local maxima point of the density function. Therefore, the
function is increasing towards λ close around λ except line L. Let us assume that
frame (P (λ), Q(λ)) are selected close enough so the density function is increasing
towards the local maxima in the frame. Then all gradients from Ψ(λ)\L are
pointing towards λ. |Ψ(λ)\L| ≥ 2 · 3d−1 finishes the proof.
Corollary 3.1. Let L be a hyper rectangle satisfying the following three properties:
(i) L is a local maxima set of the density function of the data (ii) L the edges of L
are parallel to one of the axis of the coordinate system, and (iii) at least one edge
of L is zero. Let λ ∈ L, (P (λ), Q(λ)) be the embedding frame such that P (λ) and
Q(λ) are close enough to λ. Then there are at least 2 · 3d−1 gradients at points
from Ψ(λ) pointing towards λ.
The condition that the edges of the core must by parallel to the axis of the
coordinate system in Corollary 3.1 can be dropped without the loss of generality.
In this case frame (P (λ), Q(λ)) must be selected closer to λ so the density function
is increasing towards the local maxima in the frame.
Theorem 3.3. Let AD-Tree such that the density function in each unsplit cell
can be approximated linearly with ε precision. Let λ by a local maxima a grid
point of the density function with full rectangular neighborhood R(λ). Then there
are at least 2 · 3d−1 number of gradients at grid points from R(λ) pointing towards
λ.
Proof. The proof follows from Corollary 3.1 and the approximation properties
of the AD-Tree .
3.8 Algorithms and Complexity
Algorithms 6 and 7 perform CORE clustering on a sample of input dataset D and
have a linear time complexity wrt to the number of grid points and the size of the
sample. computeCORE first computes the AD-Tree from a sample of the dataset.
The computation of the AD-Tree requires one scan through the sample per each
level. Line 3 iterates through all grid points and computes for each grid point the
last grid point of the gradient path. Lines 4-6 query the AD-Tree for each data
point and find its closest grid point. A data point ts is labeled with the core to
which the gradient path starting at the grid point closest to ts leads.
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Algorithm 6: computeCORE(D)
compute AD-Tree from sample of D;1
for λkJ of AD-Tree do set λ
k
J .processed = false;2
CORES = ∅;3
for λkJ of AD-Tree do λ
k
J .last = lastOfP(λ
k
J);4
for ts ∈ D do5
Set ts.ClusterId = i : λ
k
J .last ∈ Xi, where λkJ is the closest to ts.6
end7
lastOfP recursively computes and returns the last grid point of the gradient
path that starts at a given grid point λkJ . First, at line 3, lastOfP computes the
rectangular neighborhood of λkJ . Next, if gradients of R(λ
k
J) satisfy definition 3.9,
then λkJ is a core point and, hence, the last element of the gradient path. Other-
wise, lines 8-11 compute the next grid point of the path and repeat lastOfP. The
first line of lastOfP ensures that each grid point is considered only once. Lines
4-7 add a new core point to a core and refine all computed cores so that they are
maximal and connected.
Algorithm 7: lastOfP(λkJ)
if λkJ .processed then return λ
k
J .last;1
λkJ .processed = true;2
compute R(λkJ) by querying AD-Tree;3
if R(λkJ) satisfies Definition 3.9 then4
CORES = CORES ∪ {λkJ};5
merge all X1,X2 ∈ CORES that satisfy X1 ∩ (R(λkJ) ∪ λkJ) 6= ∅ and6
X2 ∩ (R(λkJ) ∪ λkJ) 6= ∅;
λkJ .last = λ
k
J ;7
else8
find λ ∈ R(λkJ) satisfying Equation 3.8;9
λkJ .last = lastOfP(λ);10
end11
return λkJ .last;12
The computation of the rectangular neighborhood of λkJ is done with a single
query on the AD-Tree. We start with the root grid and initialize Φ(λkJ) (cf.
Definition 3.6) with all cells of the root that contain λkJ . Next, we refine Φ(λ
k
J)
by descending the AD-Tree. We scan child grids and check if a child partitions a
cell in Φ(λkJ). If so, then we substitute partitioned cell with cells from the child
grid that contain λkJ . When the leaf level is reached, we compute the embedding
frame and the rectangular neighborhood from Φ(λkJ) following Definition 3.6 and
Definition 3.7. In the worst case, querying the AD-Tree checks all grids, in the
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best case one grid is checked. Typically, the number of processed grids is close to
the number of levels.
3.9 Experiments
We compare CORE with CURE, K-Means, DBScan, OPTICS, DataBubbles, and
Robust Information-Theoretic Clustering (RIC) which are efficient for a broad
range of datasets. We run these techniques for many different input parameters
and present only their best results. We implement THE automatic computation
of clusters in OPTICS based on the hierarchy of steep down and steep up regions
of reachability plots [3]. Independent of the dataset we build the AD-Tree with a
fixed ε = 0.02.
We measure the clustering quality in terms of precision, recall and F-score.
Let W ⊆ D be a cluster in the dataset and let V ⊆ D be a computed cluster.
Then we define precision, recall and F-score of V wrt to W as follows:
precision p(V,W ) = |V ∩W |/|V |
recall r(V,W ) = |V ∩W |/|W |
F-score F (V,W ) = 2 · p(V,W ) · r(V,W )/
(p(V,W ) + r(V,W ))
Let W be the set of all clusters in a dataset and let V be the set of computed
clusters. We compute the matching from W to V that maximizes the average of
the F-scores of each pair (V ∈ V,W ∈ W) in the matching.
3.9.1 Quality of Clustering
Table 3.2 compares CORE for four synthetic datasets. The datasets differ in the
number, position and type of clusters. Up to 5% of the data points in each dataset
are noise. The F-score shows that CORE performs significantly better than other
techniques. CORE clearly outperforms the other methods for databases with
complex shaped clusters (cf. TwoSpirals in first row) and hierarchical clusters (cf.
HierarchicalClusters in second row). For overlapping clusters (cf. Overlapping-
Spheres in third row) CORE has a very high average F-score (95.7), but also the
other solutions perform fairly well (76.5-83.2). For each dataset we used all its
data points and, hence, quality of DataBubbles correspond to quality of OPTICS
in Table 3.2.
For the TwoSpirals dataset, CORE correctly identifies both spirals and has
the highest average F-score. OPTICS, CURE and DBScan accurately identify
the inner spiral, even outperforming CORE a bit (cf. OPTICS with F-score of
99.6 vs. CORE with 97.1). However, all competitors are substantially worse (by
36.6–86.1) for the outer spiral. CURE exhibits a low F-score value, since it shifts
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Dataset CORE CURE DBScan
TwoSpirals
r p F
Favg = 96.7
r p F
Favg = 72.6
r p F
Favg = 45.8
Inner Spiral 100.0 94.27 97.1 91.8 99.9 95.7 100.0 68.5 81.3
Outer Spiral 92.88 100.0 96.3 32.9 100.0 49.5 5.4 100.0 10.2
HierarchicalClusters
r p F
Favg = 87.8
r p F
Favg = 38.3
r p F
Favg = 48.2
Embedded Sphere 1 99.1 86.9 92.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 95.3 100.0 97.6
Embedded Sphere 2 98.8 80.8 88.9 95.0 53.7 68.6 90.6 100.0 95.0
Outside Sphere 99.9 99.7 99.8 55.0 100.0 70.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Plane 56.8 90.8 69.9 7.3 97.1 13.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
OverlappingSpheres
r p F
Favg = 95.7
r p F
Favg = 76.5
r p F
Favg = 83.1
Right Sphere 97.9 98.6 98.2 72.3 99.6 83.8 80.3 98.7 88.6
Left Sphere 94.4 92.0 93.2 57.6 86.6 69.2 65.7 95.0 77.7
Thirty Spheres 99.0 98.5 97.1
Table 3.2: Numerical and Visual Comparison of Clustering Quality for Different
Distribution of Clusters
the control points toward the inner spiral and the places where the spirals are close
to each other. OPTICS and DBScan fail because valleys in the reachability plots
are not separated by a steep area. The best clustering for OPTICS and CURE
is achieved if the number of clusters is set to five. This leads to one cluster being
assigned to the inner spiral and the other four clusters to fragments of the outer
spiral. Higher k values splits the inner spiral, while lower k values merge the inner
with the outer spiral. The best clustering of DBScan merges the inner spiral with
the outer spiral. Adjusting the other parameters does not improve the quality: it
either eliminates the outer spiral as noise or merges it with the inner spiral. The
best output of K-Means is two clusters having approximately the same number
of data points and dividing each spiral in two equal parts. For more than 15
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clusters K-Means does not merge the spirals but represents each with a number
of spherical clusters. For any output of K-Means, RIC merges all parts of spirals
into one cluster that results on the lowest F-score. RIC fails to separate spirals
because of two reasons: i) spirals cannot be modeled by one probability density
function as done in RIC; ii) RIC considers only the global orientation of clusters
which is similar for both spirals.
OPTICS and DataBubbles K-Means RIC
T
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o
S
p
ir
al
s
r p F
Favg = 79.7
r p F
Favg = 48.6
r p F
Favg = 40.0
99.7 99.5 99.6 50.0 67.0 57.2 100.0 66.8 80.15
50.3 33.2 40.0 - - -
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r p F
Favg = 68.6
r p F
Favg = 77.1
r p F
Favg = 62.7
95.4 88.3 91.7 95.8 78.8 86.5 86.4 86.3 86.3
53.4 100.0 69.6 100.0 73.8 84.9 98.4 83.8 90.5
86.9 100.0 93.0 100.0 75.6 86.1 - - -
11.2 94.5 20.0 35.29 92.1 51.0 98.9 59.6 74.3
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r p F
Favg = 95.7
r p F
Favg = 86.3
r p F
Favg = 93.1
80.3 98.7 88.6 87.2 100.0 93.2 99.5 95.5 97.5
65.9 95.0 77.8 100.0 66.0 79.5 81.4 97.6 88.7
96.7 90.7 22.4
Table 3.2: Numerical and Visual Comparison of Clustering Quality for Different
Distribution of Clusters. Continued From Previous Page
The HierarchicalClusters dataset is the most challenging for all clustering
techniques. The dataset consists of a plane, two dense spheres embedded in the
plane cluster, and a sparse sphere outside the plane. All competitors perform
poorly. CURE merges half of the plane and the embedded spheres into one
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cluster. It splits the other half of the plane and removes many border points of
the outside sphere. DBScan separates clusters according to the density level and
is able to identify the embedded spheres only. In contrast to DBScan, OPTICS is
able to analyze all density levels, but due to the fluctuations in the reachability
plot OPTICS splits the plane and removes many border points from the spheres.
K-Means finds all spheres however fails with the plane: the upper and right parts
of a the plane are identified with two clusters and other parts are assigned to
the spheres. RIC separates dense spheres from the plane, however, merges sparse
outside sphere with the plane due to the similarity in their density distribution.
The OverlappingSpheres dataset compares techniques for two overlapping
spherical clusters. CORE is the most accurate. CURE incorrectly assigns some
points of the left sphere to the right sphere and has the lowest average F-score.
OPTICS and DBScan remove all points where the density level is lower than the
density level in the overlap. K-Means performs better than OPTICS and DB-
Scan but, still, incorrectly assigns points of the right sphere to the left sphere.
RIC correctly assigns border points of spheres in non-overlap areas but, fails to
do that for many border points in the overlap. CORE separates clusters along
the center of the overlap and achieves the highest average F-score. Varying the
radius and density has similar results: CORE is more accurate in separation of
the overlapping clusters.
3.9.2 Performance Evaluation
The thirty spheres dataset is five dimensional and consists of thirty non-overlapping,
differently sized and randomly placed spheres. The last line in Table 3.2 shows
that all methods perform well for this dataset. We use this dataset to empirically
evaluate the performance and the dependence on the sample size for each method.
Figure 3.9.2 evaluates CORE for different sample sizes on the thirty spheres
dataset which consists of 105 data points. The results present here are similar to
results achieved with other datasets.
CORE outperforms other methods and produces better quality clusters for
the same sample size (cf. Figure 3.6(a)). The quality of CORE monotonically
decreases as the size of the sample becomes smaller. The quality of DataBub-
bles using OPTICS is the lowest because identification of valleys in reachability
plot computed using data bubbles is not effective with steepness parameter of
OPTICS. The computation time of CORE (cf. Figure 3.6(b)) is similar to CURE
which uses B-Tree for fast computation of the neighborhood, and less than OP-
TICS or DBScan which are implemented with DataBubbles but without any
indexing structure. Supporting their implementation with an indexing structure
would bring them to the level of CORE.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of Performance
3.9.3 Real World Data
Figure 3.7 evaluates CORE for two real world datasets that contain time-varying
data: the web log dataset and the financial dataset. Datasets of these type are
usually very large and often requires precise quality clustering which is a challenge
for parametric techniques.
Web logs. The dataset contains information about the web page accesses
handled by the sunsite.dk server, a mirror of open source projects. The server
is widely used in Europe and generates a clickstream log of more than 100MB
per day from more than 250 countries. Figure 3.7(a) shows the clicks received
from .com domain for one day. The X coordinate shows the time of the click and
the Y coordinate shows the URL of the retrieved document. URL’s are ordered
according to their time of first occurrence. This yields curves for the click of
search robots who scan entire collections of web documents. Search engines aim
to scan the entire collection of web documents resulting in a curve, while humans
tend to visit a few selected documents only resulting in the horizontal lines.
CORE successfully identifies activity of a search robot in the dataset (cf. clus-
ter W in Figure 3.7(b)) and separates it from the main trend (cf. cluster A in
Figure 3.7(b)). Other techniques produce less quality results: merge W with A,
split A or remove many border points from both clusters.
Financial Data. We use a database with 150000 transactions by more than
4500 clients of a bank over a period of four years. Each point in Figure 3.7(c)
indicates one transaction. The Y coordinate denotes the account identifier and
the X coordinate corresponds to the day of the transaction. The data reveals
two patterns in the behavior of clients: (i) the activity and the number of clients
increases over the years (Figure 3.7(c) has more points to the right than to the
left) and (ii) there are clients with many and clients with few transactions (points
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(a) Clickstream Data
A
B1 B2
W
Q
Y
(b) CORE. Labeled Data
(c) Financial Data
A1Y1A2
Y2a
Y2b
A3 A4
Y3
B1 B2 B3
(d) CORE. Labeled Data
Figure 3.7: Real World Datasets
are dense at the bottom of Figure 3.7(c)).
Besides the above patterns we can see intersection patterns at the beginning of
each calendar year. At these times all customers show an increased activity. For
a detailed analysis it is useful to separate the data and investigate the beginning-
of-the-year activities independently from the rest of the data.
Comparing to other techniques CORE identifies all intersection patterns (cf.
Figure 3.7(d)). Other techniques split cluster Y3 and its parts merge with clusters
B2, B3, A3 and A4.
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3.10 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter presents CORE a new nonparametric clustering technique for large
numeric databases. CORE explicitly computes maxima of the density and rep-
resents them with cores. The computation of cores is based on the AD-Tree,
an incrementally constructed density estimation of the data. Key properties
of the AD-Tree are a minimal adaptive grid that does not oversplit the space.
CORE builds on this property and introduces rectangular neighborhoods, which,
together with gradients, are used to reliably identify cores. The experimental
results show that CORE outperforms other clustering methods–particularly for
datasets with clusters that overlap or vary in density. In the future work we want
to generalize the definition of cores to permit core with varying densities and
explore CORE on datasets which are specific to certain areas (medical, spatial
data).
Chapter 4
Separation of Overlapping Clusters
Current clustering techniques aim to find dense areas and return these areas as
clusters of the data. This works well for non-overlapping clusters, but yields poor
results if clusters overlap. In this chapter we describe how CORE can be extended
to separate overlapping clusters.
CORE models clusters in terms of their cores: connected areas of locally max-
imal density. In the presence of overlapping clusters cores divide each other into
fragments and overlaps. In order to reconstruct complete cores we compute the
cores of overlapping clusters in two steps: first we use CORE to compute frag-
ments and overlaps of cores and then we connect fragments that are separated by
an overlap. In order to connect fragments we consider information about their
density and direction. The experimental results show that our method success-
fully separates overlapping clusters. We analytically investigate the separation
for the family of polynomial functions and identify the conditions under which
clusters with polynomial density functions can be separated.
4.1 Introduction
Clustering techniques partition a set of tuples into non-overlapping groups. Each
tuple represents a data point (or observation) in d-dimensional space. Typically,
data points are partitioned according to the density of the data: clusters corre-
spond to dense regions separated by low density regions. This approach works
well for non-overlapping clusters, but yields poor results for clusters that overlap.
In regions where clusters overlap the density is higher than in the surrounding
regions and the overlap is identified as a cluster on its own. In order to separate
overlapping clusters we need to consider all density levels of the data. Dense re-
gions separated by higher density regions are overlaps and dense regions separated
by lower density regions are fragments of clusters.
In this chapter we extend CORE to overlapping clusters. In the first step CORE
determines the clusters on all levels of the density and represents them with cores.
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In presence of overlapping clusters, the cores intersect and divide each other into
fragments and overlaps. In the second step, CORE exploits the dimensionality and
orientation of cores to reconstruct complete cores from fragments and overlaps.
We distinguish two types of overlaps between clusters: first, clusters overlap
but their cores do not intersect and, second, cores of clusters intersect. Clusters
with the first type of overlap are not divided into fragments and the overlap area
may or not produce new local maxima in the density. If no new local maxima is
produced, then the major of clustering techniques find the original clusters with
no overlaps and, possibly, incorrectly assign data point of the overlap to one of
the clusters. If there is a new maxima, then all clustering techniques identify
overlap area as a separate cluster or merge clusters. In our work we address
the challenge of separating clusters with the second type of overlap. Overlaps of
these type divide cores of clusters into fragments and always produce a new local
maxima in the density. Separation of clusters with the first type of overlap is a
complex issue, because clusters do not divide each other into parts. In general, for
successful identification of first type overlaps the domain knowledge is required.
In our work we analytically establish conditions for identification of first type
overlaps between overlapping clusters with polynomial density function.
Overlapping clusters occur in many datasets and are particularly common in
time-varying data. Consider the amount of money spent over time. Typically,
each person spends a small amount each day resulting in an almost constant trend
(cluster) over the whole year. In addition, people spend larger amounts at the
end of the week and at the beginning of new seasons. This results in clusters
that are perpendicular to and embedded in the clusters that model regular daily
expenses. As another example consider the income of a person. Some people start
to work and earn money immediately after high school, which yields a gradual
increase of the income over time. Other people start to work after the university,
which yields a late but more pronounced increase of the income. This results in
line-shaped clusters that intersect at different angles.
The chapter makes the following contributions.
 We classify cores as fragments, overlaps and complete cores, respectively.
 We define how to combine fragments and overlaps into complete cores, and
label database points by assigning them to complete cores based on gradient
paths.
 We analytically investigate the separation of clusters for the family of poly-
nomial functions and identify the conditions under which clusters with poly-
nomial density functions can be separated.
 We experimentally evaluate our method for synthetic and real world data,
and show that it is invariant to the dimensionality, angle of intersection,
curvature, and size of clusters.
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The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.2 defines the problem of separating
overlapping clusters and introduces notation used in the Chapter. Section 4.3
discusses related work. Section 4.4 introduces the notion of overlapping clusters
and defines key concepts to their separation: fragments and overlaps of cores.
Section 4.5 explains reconstruction of cores from fragments and overlaps and
Section 4.6 defines labeling of data points. Analytical investigation is given in
Section 4.8. We give a detailed experimental evaluation for synthetic and real
world data in Section 4.9. Finally, Section 4.10 concludes the chapter and offers
future work.
(a) Overlap is Identified as Only
Cluster in the Data.
(b) Overlap and One of the Over-
lapping Cluster are Merged.
(c) Two Overlapping Clusters are
Merged
Figure 4.1: The Challenge of Separation of Overlapping Clusters. The Figures
Illustrate the Output of DBScan Clustering.
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4.2 Problem Definition
In order to illustrate the problem of separating overlapping clusters consider Fig-
ure 4.1, which shows the density function of a two dimensional dataset with three
line-shaped clusters. Two of the clusters overlap and each of these clusters is
divided into three parts: two fragments and an overlap. The density is highest
in the overlap area where the densities of both clusters accumulate. Common
clustering techniques find clusters by identifying maximally connected areas at
an application-specified density level. Such an approach allows three possible
clusterings. Figure 4.1(a) illustrates the clustering if a high density level is cho-
sen (the horizontal plane represents the density level at which we cut the density
function of the data). In this case only the overlap area is identified as a cluster.
Figure 4.1(b) illustrates a medium density level. In this case the overlap is merged
with one of the overlapping clusters. Figure 4.1(c) illustrates a small density level.
In this case the overlapping clusters are identified as a single cluster. Note that
no single density level exist at which the overlapping clusters are separated.
In summary, with overlapping clusters we cannot use clustering techniques
that determine clusters at one density level only. Instead we must cluster the
data at all density levels to get fragments and overlaps of clusters. The density
level and orientation of fragments and overlaps is used to reconstruct complete
clusters.
Problem definition: Let D = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} ⊂ Rd be a database with n
d-dimensional tuples. Assume D consists of k clusters that may overlap. Our
goal is to identify and separate these k clusters.
Consider the three clusters in Figure 4.2. The data points of each cluster are
spread around its core. In the example, data points of cluster C1 are distributed
around curve E1. E1 is the core of the cluster since it is the local maxima of the
density function. The cores of the other two clusters intersect and divide each
other into fragments and overlaps. In the example, the cores of clusters C2 and
C3 divide each other into fragments F21 and F22 (belonging to the core of C2), F31
and F32 (belonging to the core of C3), and overlap O (belonging to cores of C2
and C3). Note that the density of the overlap area is the sum of the densities of
the intersecting clusters and fragments of the same core have the same orientation
near the overlap area. These are the key properties that we exploit to reconstruct
complete cores from fragments and overlaps.
We use C to denote clusters in the dataset, E to denote the cores of clusters,
F to denote fragments of cores, and O to denote intersections of cores.
4.3 Related Work
We discuss related work in three areas of clustering: density based clustering,
subspace clustering, and hierarchical clustering. For all techniques we focus on
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Figure 4.2: Cores, Fragments and Overlap
their potential to separate overlapping clusters.
DBScan [17] is a classical density based clustering technique. It groups database
points that are connected to each other with a density level that exceeds a certain
threshold. DBScan finds clusters of arbitrary shape, effectively identifies outliers,
and is robust to noise. Other density based techniques improve DBScan in terms
of the input parameters. DBCLASD [65] aims to estimate the best optimal pa-
rameters, while OPTICS [3] enables efficient computation of clusters for broad
range of input parameters. Density based clustering has also been extended with
signal processing techniques [54] and kernel based techniques [28]. [55] identifies a
cluster with a core, which is the most dense area of the cluster. [17], [65], [54] and
[28] find clusters only at one density level and, hence, cannot separate overlap-
ping clusters. OPTICS [3] computes clusters at all density levels, however, does
that by projecting multidimensional data into one dimensional space. Therefore,
OPTICS is not able to separate overlapping clusters, since, it is not possible to
restore orientation of clusters from their one-dimensional projection.
Subspace clustering [2, 34, 63, 41, 68] assumes that the dimensionality of
clusters is lower than the dimensionality of the dataset. The techniques aim to
find all subspaces that contain clusters. However, in low-dimensional spaces the
orientation of clusters is lost and non-overlapping fragments of clusters overlap.
CURLER [59] improves the situation and finds nonlinear correlation clusters.
Together with a cluster, CURLER returns the smallest subspace that the orien-
tation of the cluster is present. CURLER cannot separate overlapping clusters
because of following reasons: first, it finds clusters only at one density level and,
hence, either merges overlapping clusters or only finds their overlap and, second,
it computes global orientation of clusters. Overlapping clusters can have the same
global orientation and, hence, we need to consider local orientation of fragments
near the overlap.
Hierarchical clustering organizes the data points into a hierarchy starting with
single point clusters at the leaves and one cluster at the root. Hierarchical clus-
tering techniques for very large databases [69] and arbitrary shaped clusters [24]
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have been proposed. Hierarchical clustering allows users to find different numbers
of clusters without the re-computation of the model. The hierarchical clustering
techniques fails to separate overlapping clusters because (i) they do not consider
orientation of clusters and (ii) at any level of the hierarchy fragments are not
separated from the overlaps.
4.4 Overlapping Clusters
This section formalizes cores, fragments and overlaps. In Section 3.5 we give
procedural definition of cores. We define cores with a connected set of grid points
in the AD-Tree which best approximate local maxima. In this section we give
declarative definition of cores that is independent of the AD-Tree.
We define cores with a help of core points:
Definition 4.1. [Core points]. Let Rd be the domain of the density function f
of the data. e ∈ Rd is a core point if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) f(e) ≥ f(x) for some ε > 0 and for all x ∈ Sε(e), where Sε(e) = {x ∈ Rd :
‖e− x‖ < ε} is the ε neighborhood of e.
(ii) f(e) > 0
Condition (i) ensures that e is a local maxima: the density in the neighborhood
is less than or equal to f(e). The density is strictly lower for non-core points and
is the same for core points of the neighborhood. Condition (ii) filters out noise.
Example 4.1. [Core points]. Consider a one dimensional dataset with the den-
sity function illustrated in Figure 4.3. There are five cores in the example: line-
Figure 4.3: Cores in One-dimensional Data
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cores: [x1, x2), (x4, x5) and point-cores: x3, x6, x8. Note that x2 is not a core
point. This is because f(x2) < f(x) for all ε > 0 and some x ∈ Sε(x2).
Example 4.1 illustrates the relationship between extrema points of the density
function and core points. Point x is an extrema point iff f ′(x) = 0. Core points
are extrema points, but not all extrema points are core points. For example, x7 is
an extrema point (local minima), however, it is not a core point (condition (i) is
not satisfied). Similarly, points x4 and x5 are extrema points but not core points.
(a) Canonic Dataset D1 with
Core E1.
(b) Density of Dataset D1
(c) Fragments and Overlaps in
Dataset D. D = D1 ∪D2.
(d) Density of Dataset D.
Figure 4.4: Fragments and Overlaps of Cores.
Definition 4.2. [Core.] Let D be a dataset with one connected local density
maxima and E ⊂ Rd be a non-empty set. E is a core iff
x is a core point⇐⇒ x ∈ E.
Definition 4.3. [Fragments of cores]. Let D1 and D2 be datasets with one con-
nected local density maxima each. Let E1 be the core of database D1 and E2 be
the core of database D2. Let D = D1 ∪D2. F ⊂ E1 ∪ E2 is a fragment iff
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(i) F is a connected set
(ii) F ∩ (E1 ∩ E2) = ∅
(iii) F is maximal, i.e., for all F ′ ⊃ F either (i) or (ii) is not satisfied.
Definition 4.4. [Overlap of cores]. Let D1 and D2 be datasets with one connected
local density maxima each. Let E1 be the core of database D1 and E2 be the core
of database D2. Let D = D1 ∪D2. O is an overlap iff
(i) O ⊂ E1 ∩ E2
(i) O is a connected set
(iii) O is maximal, i.e., for all O′ ⊃ O either (i) or (ii) is not satisfied.
As an example of fragments and overlaps consider Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4(a)
illustrates a two-dimensional dataset D1 with one connected local density max-
ima. The data points of the dataset form one cluster and are distributed around
a line. Line E1 is the core of the cluster since the density is locally maximal at E1.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the density function of D1. Figure 4.4(c) illustrates dataset
D, which is a union of datasets D1 and D2 with line-cores E1 and E2. The cores
divide each other into fragments and overlaps: core E1 divides E2 into F21 and
F22; core E2 divides E1 into fragments F11 and F12; cores E1 and E2 have overlap
O in common. Note, that the density is the same for fragments of the same core,
and the density of the overlap is the sum of the densities of the intersecting cores.
Core E is d-dimensional if E is a d-dimensional set. We use the topological
approach to define the dimensionality of sets. Intuitively, set A is d-dimensional
if it is a bending of the Rd space. For example, A is an elementary d-dimensional
set, if it is a bending of Rd. A set is a (general) d-dimensional set if it is a result
of a number of bendings of Rd.
Definition 4.5. [Dimensionality of Sets]. Let A ⊂ Rd. A is an elementary set of
dimensionality d if there exists a homeomorphic (one-to-one, continuous inverse)
function from A to Rd. A is a set of dimensionality d iff A is a connected set of
points and any neighborhood of A is an elementary set of dimensionality d.
Example 4.2. [Dimensionality of Cores]. Consider dataset D in Figure 4.4(c)
and the corresponding density function in Figure 4.4(d). The core that consists
of fragments F11, F12 and overlap O is a one dimensional core.
Note, that cores of different dimensionality can overlap or enclose other cores.
Figure 4.5(a) illustrates this for a dataset with two clusters: a square (two-
dimensional core) and a sphere located in the middle of the square (one-dimensional
core). Figure 4.5(b) shows the density function of the dataset. There are two
local maxima of the density function and therefore two cores in the data: the
center of the sphere is a one-dimensional core (center point in Figure 4.5(b)), and
the square area with a hole in the middle is a part of a two-dimensional core (the
striped area in Figure 4.5(b)) that encloses a one-dimensional core.
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(a) Scatter Plot (b) Density Function and Cores
Figure 4.5: Cores in Two-Dimensional Data
4.5 Reconstruction of Complete Cores
The concepts of cores, fragments, and overlaps are based on a dataset D =
D1∪D2∪· · ·∪Dk, where each Di contains exactly one core. In practice only D is
given and the Di are not known. In order to compute complete cores we need to
determine local density maxima, classify them into fragments and overlaps, and
then restore complete cores from fragments and overlaps.
For the computation of local density maxima we use CORE clustering. CORE
computes local density maxima at all levels of the density and explicitly represents
them with a connected set of grid points Xi = {λk1J1 , λk2J2 , . . . } in the AD-Tree. In
the case of non-overlapping clusters, each local density maxima Xi approximates
the complete core Ei of cluster Ci. In case of overlapping clusters, each Xi is
an approximation of a fragment or overlap of one of the overlapping cores in the
dataset. We denote approximated fragments by Fˆi and assume that it corresponds
to a density peak Xi computed by CORE.
Our approach restores complete cores based on the orientation of cores. Intu-
itively, we need to consider all possible triplets of cores (X1,X2,X3), and connect
cores X1 and X3 into a complete core if i) core X2 is an overlap between X1 and
X3, and ii) cores X1 and X3 have similar orientation at the border with core X2.
We define the border between fragments and their orientation with a help of the
gradient path.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the gradient path (cf. Definition 3.10) computed in a
two dimensional AD-Tree at grid point λ33,1. The gradient path is a sequence of
grid points P (λ33,1) = (λ
3
3,1, λ
2
1,2, λ
2
1,1, λ
2
2,1, λ
2
3,1) such that the gradient at each grid
point is pointing towards the next grid point of the gradient path. For example,
in Figure 4.6, the solid arrows denote the gradients at the grid points of the
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gradient path from λ33,1 to λ
2
3,1. According to Definition 3.10 we use the following
strategy to incrementally compute the next grid point on a gradient path. We
take the last grid point λkJ of the gradient path and compare the angles between
gradient ∇fˆ(λkJ) at λkJ and the directions from λkJ to its neighboring grid points.
The neighboring grid point that yields the smallest angle with the gradient is the
next point of the gradient path.
X2
λ33,3
λ33,2
λ3
3,1
λ3
2,1
λ3
1,1
λ2
1,2
λ2
1,1
λ2
2,1
λ2
3,1
λ32,2
X1
Figure 4.6: Illustration of Gradient Path, Border, and Orientation.
Core X1 has a border with core X2 if X1 is connected to X2 by a gradient path,
i.e., if there exists a grid point in the neighborhood of core X1 where a gradient
path starts that ends at a grid point of core X2. The set of all grid points in the
neighborhood of core X1 where a gradient path starts that ends at a grid point
of core X2, is the border of core X1 with core X2.
Definition 4.6. [Border of a Core]. Let X1 and X2 be two cores. A set of grid
points, N(X1 → X2), is a border of core X1 with core X2 iff
N(X1 → X2) = {λkJ ∈ R(X1), P (λkJ) ∈ X2},
where R(X1) are grid points which are in the rectangular neighborhood with grid
points of core X1, i.e.:
R(X1) = {λk1J1 : λk1J1 ∈ R(λk2J2), λk2J2 ∈ X1}
, and P (λkJ) is a gradient path at grid point λ
k
J .
There is no border between cores X1 and X2 iff N(X1 → X2) = ∅.
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As an example of a core with a border consider Figure 4.6. There are five grid
points λ31,1, λ
3
2,1, λ
3
3,1, λ
3
3,2 and λ
3
3,3 in the neighborhood of core X1 which have
gradient paths pointing to grid point λ23,1 of core X2. Thus, the border of core X1
with core X2 is N(X1 → X2) = {λ31,1, λ32,1, λ33,1, λ33,2, λ33,3}. Note that the border is
directed. If core X1 is connected to core X2 by a gradient path and, hence, has
a border with this core, then core X2 is not connected to X1 by a gradient path
and, thus, does not have a border with this core. For example, in Figure 4.6 core
X2 does not have a border with core X1.
The orientation of core X1 at the border with core X2 is the average of all
gradients on gradients paths that connect X1 with X2.
Definition 4.7. [Orientation of Cores X1 at the Border with Core X2].
Let X1 and X2 be two cores such that there is a border between X1 and X2,
i.e., N(X1 → X2) 6= ∅. Let Ω(X1 → X2) be a set of all grid points that belong to
gradient paths connecting core X1 with X2:
Ω(X1 → X2) = {λkJ : λkJ ∈ P (λk
′
J ′) and λ
k′
J ′ ∈ N(X1 → X2)}
The orientation of core X1 at the border with X2 is a d-dimensional vector
∇fˆ(N(X1 → X2)) = 1|Ω(X1 → X2)|
∑
λk
J
∈Ω(X1→X2)
∇fˆ(λkJ)
In Figure 4.6 the white arrow denotes the orientation ∇fˆ(N(X1 → X2)) of
core X1 at the border with X2. The orientation is the average of all gradients in
Figure 4.6 and represents the direction in which core X1 connects to core X2.
Definition 4.8. [Reconstruction of Complete Cores]. Let X1, X2 and X3 be cores.
Then, cores X1, X2 and X3 belong to the same complete core Eˆ, and X2 is an
overlap between cores X1 and X3 if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Cores X1 and X3 have a non-empty border with core X2, i.e.,
N(X1 → X2) 6= ∅ and N(X3 → X2) 6= ∅
2. The densities of cores X1 and X3 are roughly the same:
|fˆ(X1)− fˆ(X3)| < ǫ
3. Orientation vectors of cores X1 and X3 at the border with X2 are pointing
towards each other:
∠
(∇f(N(X1 → X2)),∇f(N(X3 → X2)) > 90◦
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Definition 4.8 requires three conditions to be fulfilled for a triplet of cores that
belong to the same complete core. The first condition requires that two cores X1
and X3 from a given triplet have a border with another core X2. Thus, we require
that core X2 is an overlap between cores X1 and X3. The second condition requires,
that cores X1 and X3 have roughly the same density level. The last condition of
Definition 4.8 requires that cores X1 and X3 are similarly oriented at the border
with the overlap, i.e., their orientation vectors are pointing towards each other.
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(a) Third Condition of Definition 4.8.
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(b) Overlapping Cores of Different Dimen-
sionality.
Figure 4.7: Reconstruction of Complete Cores.
Figure 4.7(a) illustrates Definition 4.8. In Figure 4.7(a) X2 is an overlap which
divide complete core into cores X1 and X3. The angle between the orientation
vectors of cores X1 and X3 is 180
◦ and, hence, the third condition of Definition 4.8
is satisfied. Figure 4.7(b) illustrates the reconstruction of complete cores with
different dimensionality. There are five cores in the figure. Core X1 (0-dimensional
core) is the overlap which divides a one-dimensional complete core into cores X21
and X22. Cores X21, X22 and X1 are overlaps which divide a two-dimensional
complete core into cores X31, X32. Therefore, the reconstructed cores are Eˆ2 =
X21 ∪ X22 ∪ X1 and Eˆ3 = X31 ∪ X32 ∪ X21 ∪ X22 ∪ X1.
4.6 Labeling the Data
This section describes the labeling of data points. We scan the dataset D =
{t1, t2, . . . , tn} and use complete cores and overlaps to label each data point with
a cluster ID. The key idea for labeling data point ts is the following. Let ts ∈ D
be a dataset point and λ be the closest grid point to ts. If the gradient path P (λ)
points to complete core Eˆ then ts is labeled with Eˆ. If the gradient path P (λ)
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points to overlap Xo then we label ts with one of the cores that intersects Xo using
a randomized model.
Definition 4.9. [Labeling of t that has a path to complete core Eˆ]. Let ts ∈ D
be a point and Eˆ be a complete core of D. ts is labeled with Eˆ iff
(i) λ ∈ AD-Tree such that ‖λ− ts‖ = minλk
J
∈AD-Tree ‖λkJ − ts‖
(ii) P (λ) ∈ Eˆ.
Definition 4.10. [Labeling of ts that has a path to overlap Xo]. Let Xo be an
overlap for a set of complete cores {Eˆ1, Eˆ2, . . . , Eˆl}, i.e.,
f(Xo) ≈
l∑
i=1
f(Eˆi).
Let ts ∈ D be point with a gradient path to overlap Xo:
(i) λ ∈ AD-Tree such that ‖λ− ts‖ = minλk
J
∈AD-Tree ‖λkJ − ts‖
(ii) P (λ) ∈ Xo.
Then ts is labeled with one of the complete cores Eˆi in the following way. Let
Z be a random generator that generates values {1, 2, . . . , l} with the following
probabilities: fZ(i) = f(Eˆi)/f(Xo), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}. We label ts with Eˆi if the
generator Z outputs value i.
Example 4.3. [Labeling of the Data].
Consider the two dimensional dataset in Figure 4.8. There are two intersecting
Figure 4.8: Labeling the Data
complete cores: Eˆ1 and Eˆ2. The paths of the tuples in A1 and A2 point to Eˆ1,
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therefore the points are labeled with Eˆ1. Similarly the paths of the tuples in B1
and B2 point to Eˆ2 and therefore they are labeled with Eˆ2. The paths of the tuples
in V point to the overlap area. Since the density at both Eˆ1 and Eˆ2 cores is equal,
half of the points of V are labeled with Eˆ1 and half of the points of V are labeled
with Eˆ2.
4.7 Algorithms
Algorithm 8 implements the reconstruction of complete cores. As input the al-
gorithm takes a set of cores X = {X1,X2, . . . , } computed by the computeCore
(cf. Algorithms 6), the AD-Tree of the dataset and precision threshold ǫ. The
algorithm reconstructs complete cores in three steps. First (cf. lines 2–8), the
algorithm classifies cores into fragments and overlaps. The algorithm traverse
through border grid points of each core Xi and computes the gradient path. If
the gradient path points to another core Xo, then the algorithm classifies Xo as
an overlap and Xi as a fragment of some core separated the overlap Xo. To avoid
multiple computation, for each overlap Xo the algorithm stores a set of associated
fragments Fˆ (O) of cores separated by overlap Xo, and grid points Ω(Xi → Xo)
of gradients paths which connect fragment Xi with overlap Xo. Next (cf. lines
9–20), the algorithm iterates through identified overlaps and restores complete
cores from the associated cores. Lines 10–12 compute orientation vectors of each
associated core. Lines 13–18 merge fragments into one core if they satisfy con-
ditions of Definition 4.8. Line 19 declassifies core Xo from being an overlap if
no complete cores are restored from the set of associated fragments Fˆ (Xo). At
last (cf. line 21), all cores, which are not yet a part of any complete core, the
algorithm marks as individual complete cores in the dataset.
Figure 9 presents the algorithm to label the dataset points. The input of
the algorithm are dataset D, the AD-Tree computed for D, and sets of cores Eˆ
and overlaps Oˆ computed by Algorithm 8. We scan the dataset. For each data
point we find the closest grid point λkJ in the AD-Tree and check whether gradient
path P (λkJ) points to an overlap or to a core. If P (λ
k
J) points to an overlap, we
assign the data point according to the random model to the intersecting cores.
Otherwise, we label the point with P (λkJ).
4.8 Analytical Evaluation
This section analytically investigates the separation of overlapping clusters. We
show that we find all core points correctly in non-overlap areas of clusters (no
false negatives). In overlap areas we identify all core points, but in addition we
might also find points that are not cores (false positives).
Theorem 4.1. [No false negatives.] Let ∆ be the maximal distance between two
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Algorithm 8: restoreCores(X = {X1,X2, . . . }, AD-Tree, ǫ)
/* initialize complete cores and overlaps */
Eˆ = ∅ and Oˆ = ∅;1
/* classify cores into overlaps and fragments */
for λkJ ,Xi : λ
k
J ∈ R(Xi) and Xi ∈ X do2
if P (λkJ) ∈ Xo : Xo 6= Xi then3
/* mark Xo as an overlap */
Oˆ = Oˆ ∪ Xo;4
/* mark Xi as a fragment and associate with Xo */
Fˆ (Xo) = Fˆ (Xo) ∪ Xi;5
/* update grid points of gradient paths which connect
fragment Xi with overlap Xo */
Ω(Xi → Xo) = Ω(Xi → Xo) ∪ λkJ ;6
end7
end8
/* iterate through overlaps and restore complete cores */
for Xo ∈ Oˆ do9
/* compute orientation of the associated fragments */
for Xi ∈ Fˆ (Xo) do10
∇fˆ(N(Xi → Xo)) = 1|Ω(Xi→Xo)|
∑
λk
J
∈Ω(Xi→Xo)
∇fˆ(λkJ);11
end12
/* restore complete cores from the associated fragments */
for X1,X2 ∈ Fˆ (Xo) do13
if |fˆ(X1)− fˆ(X2)| < ǫ and14
∠
(∇f(N(X1 → Xo)),∇f(N(X2 → Xo)) > 90◦ then
if ∃Eˆi ∈ Eˆ : X1 ∈ Eˆi or X2 ∈ Eˆi then Eˆi = Eˆi ∪ X1 ∪ X2;15
else Eˆ = Eˆ ∪ {X1,X2};16
end17
end18
/* if no complete cores are restored remove the overlap */
if Xm /∈ Eˆl for all Xm ∈ Fˆ (Xo) and Eˆl ∈ Eˆ then Oˆ = Oˆ/Xo;19
end20
/* mark unassigned core as a complete core */
for Xi ∈ X : Xi /∈ Eˆl, Eˆl ∈ Eˆ do Eˆ = Eˆ ∪ {Xi};21
return Eˆ and Oˆ;22
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Algorithm 9: labelData(D, AD-Tree, Eˆ, Oˆ)
for ts ∈ D do1
Find the nearest grid point λkJ ∈ AD-Tree to ts;2
/* if gradient path point to an overlap then redistribute
the points. Otherwise, label data point with the core.
*/
if P (λkJ) ∈ Oˆi then3
Label ts according to Definition 4.104
else5
Label ts with core Eˆi : P (λ
k
J) ∈ Eˆi.6
end7
end8
adjacent grid points in the AD-Tree. Let F be a fragment of a core, and CORE
be an approximation of F computed by the CORE. Let x ∈ F be a core point and
αˆx ∈ CORE be the closest approximated core point to x: ‖αˆx−x‖ = minαˆ ‖αˆ−x‖.
Then αx → x as ∆→ 0.
proof: The proof derives from the definition of the derivative. 
Theorem 4.1 states that our approximation finds all core points as the gran-
ularity of grids in the AD-Tree increases.
Our method might find additional core points. This happens, since we model
a database as the union of individual clusters and aim to restore the individual
clusters. If two clusters are located close to each other and the density distribution
of the clusters decreases slowly, the algorithm will find three cores with one false
positive in the overlapping area.
Figure 4.9(a) illustrates the problem for a one dimensional dataset. The orig-
inal database consists of two clusters with cores EA and EB. The density of the
clusters decreases very slowly and therefore the overlap area of the clusters forms
a false core EF .
(a) False Positive (b) Different a1 and a2
Figure 4.9: Intersecting Parabolas
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Proposition 4.8.1. [False positives] Let CA and CB be clusters, I be the overlap
area of the clusters, EA and EB be the cores of the clusters and fA and fB be the
density function of the clusters. Then the following observations hold:
 The probability of false positives decreases as the distance between cores
EA and EB increases.
 The probability of false positives decreases as the speed (or degree, if fA
and fB are polynomials) increases.
 The probability of false positives decreases as the difference between the
steepness levels of fA and fB in I increases.
Below we give precise mathematical formulations of Proposition 4.8.1 for spe-
cific datasets and density functions. Section 4.8.1 investigates intersecting clusters
with 0-dimensional cores. We examine two intersecting parabolas of degree l (the
density function is of the form f(x) = ax2l). We start the examination with
one dimensional parabolas and next, we generalize the result to high dimensional
parabolas. Section 4.8.2 discusses high-dimensional cores.
4.8.1 Zero-Dimensional Cores
This section formulates Proposition 4.8.1 for overlapping clusters CA and CB each
having a 0-dimensional core and density function of the form:
f(x) = alx
l + al−1x
l−1 + · · ·+ a1x+ a0
As we will see below the degree of the polynomial has a substantial impact
on the existence of false positives in the overlapping area. In order to isolate the
impact of the degree of the polynomial and in order to simplify the mathematical
expressions we investigate density function of the following form:
f(x) = ax2l, (4.1)
where a < 0 controls the steepness of the density function, and l is the degree of
the polynomial. We assume that there are no cores in the overlap area I. We call
f an lD parabola.
One-Dimensional Parabolas
The following investigates overlapping clusters with density functions of the form
of Equation (4.1) and x being a 1D point.
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Theorem 4.2. [False positives for 1D parabolas.] Let CA and CB be two over-
lapping clusters. Let f1(x) and f2(x) be density functions of the clusters:
f1(x) =
{
c1 + a1(x− b1)2l if − ( c1a1 )
1
2l < x− b1 < ( c1a1 )
1
2l
0 otherwise
,
f2(x) =
{
c2 + a2(x− b2)2l if − ( c2a2 )
1
2l < x− b2 < ( c2a2 )
1
2l
0 otherwise
,
I is the overlap area of the parabolas:
I =
[
−
( c2
a2
) 1
2l
+ b2,
( c1
a1
) 1
2l
+ b1
]
The overlap area I does not contain false positives iff
|I| <
(2l + 1
4
) 1
2l+1
(ai 24l2−1 − aj 24l2−1
aj
1
2l−1
)
, (4.2)
where i, j ∈ {1, 2} : i 6= j, aj ≥ ai, and |I| =
(
c1
a1
) 1
2l
+ b1 +
(
c2
a2
) 1
2l − b2. is the
length of the overlap area.
proof: False positive EF exists in [c1, b2] iff
f ′(EF ) = 0, (4.3)
f ′(x) < 0 for x < EF , f
′(x) > 0 for x > EF . (4.4)
This leads to
EF =
d1b1 + d2b2
d1 + d2
, where d1 = a1
1
2l−1 and d2 = a2
1
2l−1 (4.5)
and
|I| < d1(
c1
a1
)
1
2l − d2( c2a2 )
1
2l
d1
or |I| < d2(
c2
a2
)
1
2l − d1( c1a1 )
1
2l
d1
. (4.6)
Since the area below the density function is 1 we get
∫ ( c
a
)
1
2l +b
−( c
a
)
1
2l +b
c+ a(x− b)2ldx = 1. (4.7)
This gives: ( c
a
) 1
2l
=
(2l + 1
−4a
) 1
2l+1
. (4.8)
The substitution of Equation (4.8) in (4.6) proves the Theorem. 
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Two conclusions can be drawn from Theorem 4.2. First, as the difference
between a1 and a2 increases, there will be less false positives in the overlap area
between the clusters. Figure 4.9(b) illustrates the case for l = 1, a1 = −0.14
and a2 = −0.002. Since a1 (the steep parabola) is smaller than a2 (the flat
parabola), there are no false positives in the overlap area. Second, as the degree
of the polynomial increases, the overlap area gets wider and there will be less
false positives.
High-Dimensional Parabolas
We generalize Theorem 4.2 to x being a point in a high dimensional space. For
simplicity we assume f(x) = ax2.
Theorem 4.3. [False positives for nD parabolas.] Let n be the dimensionality of
the space. Let CA and CB be two overlapping clusters. Let f1(x) and f2(x) be the
density functions of clusters CA and CB, respectively:
f1(x) =
{
h1 + a1‖x− c1‖2, if ‖x− c1‖2 ≤
√
−h1
a1
0 otherwise,
f2(x) =
{
h2 + a2‖x− c2‖2, if ‖x− c2‖2 ≤
√
−h2
a2
0 otherwise,
where c1 and c2 are the centroids of the paraboloids, h1 and h2 are the maximum
heights of the paraboloids. Let I be the overlapping area of the paraboloids. x ∈ I
iff 
‖x− c1‖
2 ≤
√
−h1
a1
,
‖x− c2‖2 ≤
√
−h2
a2
.
We assume that I 6= ∅, c1 /∈ I, c2 /∈ I. The overlap area I does not contain false
positives iff
|I| <
(
3
4πn−1
) 1
3

a 23i − a 23j
aj

 , (4.9)
where i, j ∈ {1, 2} : i 6= j, aj ≥ ai and |I|: is the width of the intersection area:
|I| =
√
−h1
a1
+
√
−h2
a2
− ‖c1 − c2‖ (4.10)
proof: The idea of the proof is based on the observations that false positives can
only be on the line connecting EA and EB. This observation reduces the case to
the one-dimensional case. The application of Theorem 4.2 completes the proof.

Theorem 4.3 shows that the chances of having false positives decreases as the
dimensionality of the dataset increases.
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4.8.2 Cores of Higher Dimensionality
The investigation of high dimensional cores can be reduced to the investigation
of low dimensional cores with the following reasoning. Let C1 and C2 be clusters
with curve cores E1 and E2. Let f1 and f2 be the density functions of the
clusters. Let x1 be a core point in E1, and x2 be the closest core point from
E2: ‖x1 − x2‖ = miny ‖x1 − y‖. Then false positives can only be on the segment
of line [x1, x2]. This reduces the investigation to the one-dimensional case.
4.9 Experiments
This section evaluates CORE clustering experimentally. We organize the exper-
iments into three parts: (i) evaluation of the method for different datasets, (ii)
evaluation of the method on real world data, and (iii) comparison with related
clustering techniques.
4.9.1 Evaluation for Different Dataset
We use synthetic datasets to evaluate the separation of overlapping clusters for
different datasets. Specifically, we evaluate the impact of (i) the dimensionality
of the cores, (ii) the type of the intersection of cores, and (iii) cores that include
each other.
Cores of Different Dimensionality
Figure 4.10 evaluates the impact of the dimensionality of clusters to the clustering
quality of CORE for the sphere-line-plane dataset. The dataset consists of three
clusters: a sphere (cluster with zero-dimensional core), a line (cluster with one-
dimensional core), and a plane (cluster with two-dimensional core). The plane
intersects the line and the sphere is located at one end of the line. Although the
sphere does not split the line into fragments, the points of the line overlap with
the points of the sphere.
Our method clusters the dataset in three steps: it computes fragments and
overlaps, reconstructs cores from fragments and overlaps, and labels the data.
Figure 4.10(b) shows the computed fragments for the dataset. All fragments are
identified correctly. Figure 4.10(c) shows the reconstruction of complete cores
from fragments. The two fragments of the line are correctly grouped into a
complete core. Finally, Figure 4.10(d) shows the labeling of the data. All data
points that have paths pointing to the cores are labeled with the label of the
core. The data points with gradient paths pointing to overlaps are distributed
between the overlapping cores. Most of the data points in the intersection area are
assigned to the sphere, since its density is substantially larger than the density of
the line. The data points of the intersection of the plane and the line are equally
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distributed between the line and the plane, since the density of the line and the
plane are approximately the same.
(a) Dataset (b) Fragments
(c) Complete Cores (d) Labeled Data
Figure 4.10: Intersecting Plane, Line and Sphere
Evaluation of the Intersection Area
In this section we show the invariance of CORE clustering to the type of inter-
section. Since CORE is invariant wrt the dimensionality of intersecting cores, we
only investigate the intersection of one-dimensional cores (curves). We run the
following experiments:
(i) varying the ratio of the lengths of intersecting lines.
(ii) varying the angle between intersecting lines.
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(iii) varying the curvature of intersecting curves.
(iv) varying the dimensionality of tuples of intersecting lines.
(i) Figure 4.11 illustrates CORE clustering for two intersecting lines with vary-
ing ratio of the lengths of lines. Clearly, our clustering technique is invariant to the
ratio. CORE correctly clusters the data (cf. Figures 4.11(a), 4.11(b) and 4.11(c)).
If the length of the shorter line is smaller than the width of the other line, CORE
identifies a line and a sphere-core as expected (cf. Figure 4.11(d)).
(a) 1.00 Ratio (b) 0.50 Ratio (c) 0.25 Ratio
(d) 0.10 Ratio
Figure 4.11: Intersecting Lines for Different Ratios
(ii) In Figure 4.12 we evaluate CORE for intersecting lines with varying angles
between the lines. Our clustering method correctly identified cores and overlaps
of clusters for angles up to 15◦. As the angle of the intersecting lines decreases,
the overlap area of the cores increases.
(iii) Figure 4.13 evaluates the impact of the curvature of intersecting clusters.
In this experiment we intersect a line with a circle with a different radius. As the
radius of the circle decreases, the curvature of the curve increases. Our cluster-
ing technique correctly identifies clusters independent of whether the objects are
straight lines or curves.
(iv) Because CORE is a grid based clustering technique, it may happen that
for highly overlapping clusters CORE identifies an overlap with a larger area than
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(a) 90◦ Angle (b) 30◦ Angle (c) 20◦ Angle
(d) 15◦ Angle
Figure 4.12: Intersecting Lines for Different Angles
(a) 0.9 Radius (b) 0.8 Radius
(c) 0.5 Radius (d) 0.2 Radius
Figure 4.13: Intersecting Curve-Core Clusters for Different Curvatures
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it is in reality. As an example of such a behavior, consider two intersecting lines
with 15◦ angle between them (cf. Figure 4.12(d). Since the lines highly overlap,
data tuples that are close to the overlap are assigned to the overlap. However,
the correctness of labeling data tuples depends only on the size of an overlap,
but not on the curvature of overlapping cluster or dimensionality of the data.
Table 4.1 lists a percentage of correctly labeled tuples for intersecting lines while
varying the dimensionality of the data. Clearly, since the percentage remains the
same for any number of dimensions, CORE is invariant to the dimensionality of
the data.
Dimensionality Number of Correctly Labeled Tuples
2 96.75 %
3 96.66 %
4 96.83 %
5 96.78 %
6 96.55 %
7 96.67 %
Table 4.1: The Intersection Area in High Dimensional Data.
Clusters Containing other Clusters
Figure 4.14 evaluates CORE for clusters containing each other. There are three
structures in the data: a sphere with a core that is enclosed by the core of a
line, and a plane with a core that contains the cores of the sphere and the line.
Core separates the clusters correctly: it finds five fragments and combines them
into three complete cores. Figure 4.14(d) shows the achieved labeling with three
clusters.
4.9.2 Real World Data
In this section we continue the experiment with web logs and financial data that
was introduced in Section 3.9. This type of transactional data is very common
and records activities over a continuous period of time. For web logs a click on a
web page is the activity that is recorded in the database. For finantial data each
payment is stored in the database. With each activity a number of attributes are
stored, such as the URL, account ID, etc.
Transactional data is an interesting application area for clustering techniques,
since the clustering of activities helps to get a better business understanding.
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(a) The Dataset (b) The Fragments.
(c) The Reconstructed Cores. (d) Labeled Data.
Figure 4.14: Intersection of Plane, Line and Sphere
A key issue when analyzing transactional data is the often extreme skew. Skew
arises because of very high volume activities that dominate all other activities and
because of strong behavioral patterns (bank transaction at the end of the fiscal
year; clicks on high-frequency portal pages). In order to investigate highly skewed
data it is often necessary to identify dominant clusters and remove them.
In Figure 4.15 we present experiments that evaluate the potential of CORE to
identify and separate overlapping clusters in time-varying data. Figure 4.15(a)
shows that CORE successfully separates clicks produced by search robots and
restores original cluster (cluster B in is restored from fragments B1 and B2 in
Figure 3.7(b)). Figure 4.15(b) shows that CORE successfully separates end-of-
the-year transaction from other data and restores original clusters (clusters A
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and B are restored from fragments A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3 in Figure 3.7(d)).
CORE identified all the fragments and reconstructed the cores correctly.
A
B
W
Y
(a) ClickStream Data
A
Y1
Y2a
Y2b
Y3
B
(b) Financial Data
Figure 4.15: Separation of Overlapping Clusters in Real World Datasets
4.9.3 Comparison with CURE and DBScan
In this section we compare our method with CURE and DBScan clustering tech-
niques on datasets with overlapping clusters. CURE and DBScan are well known
and are good representatives of hierarchical (CURE) and density based (DBScan)
clustering methods. Our experimental studies in Section 3.9 show that CURE
and DBScan produce better quality clusters than DataBubbles, K-Means and
RIC on datasets with arbitrary shaped clusters and/or with clusters which are
close to each other. Note, that in contrast to our method, all the above mentioned
clustering techniques identify clusters only at one density level and, hence, are
not capable to separate overlapping clusters.
We use the sphere-line-plane dataset to show how other clustering techniques
deal with overlapping clusters. Remember, that CORE correctly identifies the
cores of the clusters and labeled the data properly (cf. Figure 4.10).
CURE employs two techniques to cluster the data: (i) representative points
and (ii) shrinkage of representative towards the center of the cluster. Representa-
tive points enable CURE to find clusters of arbitrary shape, while the shrinkage of
representative points towards the center makes the clustering robust wrt anoma-
lies of the shape of clusters. The method needs three parameters: number of
clusters k, number of representative points m, and shrinkage level α.
We ran CURE clustering with many different input parameters. Figure 4.16(a)
illustrates one of the best outputs of the CURE clustering (the input parameters
are: k = 3, m = 20, α = 0.3). CURE clustering successfully identifies the
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(a) CURE (b) DBScan
Figure 4.16: Other Clustering Methods
sphere (since it is a spherical structure), and most of the plane (due to a good
allocation of representative points). CURE fails to identify the line cluster and a
part of the plane becomes a separate cluster. CURE misses the line because there
are two intersection areas of high density very close to the line. Therefore the
representative points are pulled towards the intersection areas and are merged
either with the plane or with the sphere. Finally, since it tries to find 3 clusters,
it allocates the third cluster to the most distant corner of the plane. Other
values of m and α do not increase the quality of the clustering. Intuitively, the
negative impact of the overlapping areas of the clusters can be decreased by
decreasing the shrinkage parameter α. However, this worsens the quality, since
the representative points are placed randomly in space, rather than on the core of
the clusters. Increasing the representative points also does not help, since most
of them are pulled towards the overlaps of the clusters.
The typical output of the DBScan algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.16(b).
The algorithm depends on two parameters: the size of the neighborhood ε and
the number of points in the neighborhood minPts. DBScan correctly identifies
the sphere cluster and most of the line. Since the density of the plane is slightly
lower than the density of line, the plane cluster is filtered out as noise. If the
input parameters of the algorithm are adjusted, such that the plane is not filtered
as noise, all three clusters are merged together and only one cluster is found.
4.10 Conclusions and Future work
In this chapter we extend CORE to separate overlapping clusters. Cores of over-
lapping clusters are divided into overlaps and fragments. We reconstruct complete
cores in two steps: first, we classify cores into fragments and overlaps and, next,
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we connect fragments that are separated by the overlap based on their density
level and orientation. We provide an extensive evaluation of our technique for
synthetic and real world data. The experiments demonstrate the invariance wrt
the dimensionality of the clusters, and the angle and curvature of the overlapping
structures.
In the future we want to investigate the trade-off between shape and density
information for reconstructing cores from fragments. Core connects fragments
if they match in terms of shape and density. It is possible to weight these factors
differently and, e.g., connect fragments based on their shape only. Finally, the
labeling of data points should be refined. For the labeling of the data points
we used a randomized model that is based on overlaps. By using the cores it is
possible to improve the labeling in overlapping areas.
Chapter 5
Summary of Conclusions
The Ph.D. thesis makes three main contributions: it develops a hierarchical data
summary structure for multidimensional data that requires minimal intermediate
memory, it uses the data summary structure to cluster multidimensional data
without requiring any input parameters, and it proposes a novel clustering tech-
nique that identifies and separates overlapping clusters.
Data summary structures are heavily used in query optimization and approx-
imate answering of aggregate range queries. The construction of data summary
structures is limited to low dimensional data due to the expensive requirements
in terms of intermediate memory. We develop the AD-Tree, a hierarchical data
summary structure that summarizes multidimensional data in terms of its density
and can be constructed without additional intermediate memory. The construc-
tion of the AD-Tree starts from a sparse initial grid whose cells are iteratively
split in places and along dimension where the density function of the data is
non-linear. This guarantees a minimal usage of intermediate memory since the
split places new grid points only in areas where required to increase the preci-
sion of the density estimation. We define and implement the split with the help
of the shape error and dimensional split. The shape error measures the devi-
ation of the estimated density function from being linear on a one-dimensional
grid. The AD-Tree approximates the shape error by considering the density in-
formation stored in the AD-Tree. The dimensional split extends the shape error
to multidimensional grids: it identifies cells that exhibit a high shape error and
splits the cells along dimensions where the shape error is too high. We optimize
the size of the AD-Tree for multidimensional data. We minimize the number of
grids in the AD-Tree by grouping small grids into grids of maximal volume. The
compact representation of multidimensional grids reduces the cost to store them
by a factor of the dimensionality d. We analytically investigate the properties
of the AD-Tree: we prove optimality of the AD-Tree with respect to the initial
partition, and we show that the AD-Tree adjusts to the local dimensionality of
structures in the data and robustly approximates the shape error if the initial
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partition is chosen based on extrema points of the density. The experiments on
real world and synthetics datasets confirm the analytical results.
In order to precisely compute aggregate range queries on the AD-Tree we
must efficiently compute multiple integrals and eliminate overlap between grids
on different levels of the hierarchy. The thesis offers an effective solution for
this. First, we replace the expensive computation of multiple integrals by a cheap
linear interpolation. We prove that our approach to compute multiple integrals
is exact. Next, we develop algorithms to filter out overlaps between grids in the
query range. We compare the AD-Tree with the state of the art techniques and
validate the effectiveness of our approach with experiments on real world data.
The performance and quality of clustering techniques depends on carefully
chosen input parameters. It is hard and often time-consuming to choose these
parameters. The thesis develops CORE, a clustering technique that computes clus-
ters without any input parameters. CORE is a nonparametric clustering and it
explicitly computates and represents local maxima. The AD-Tree, which provides
a compact and uniform estimate of the density, enables the efficient computation
of the local maxima. CORE represents local maxima with core: connected set of
grid points in the AD-Tree that approximates local maxima of the density. We
robustly compute cores with the help of rectangular neighborhoods and gradi-
ents. A rectangular neighborhood localizes stationary points in the AD-Tree and
gradients distinguish local maxima from other types of stationary points. We
analytically prove the correctness of CORE. Our experimental investigation com-
pares CORE with sate of the art clustering techniques on various synthetic and
real world datasets. CORE is as fast as other techniques and outperforms them
in terms of the quality of computed clusters.
Separation of overlapping clusters arises in many real world datasets and is
especially common to time-varying data. The separation of overlapping clusters
is difficult for existing clustering techniques since they are either limited to find
clusters on one density level and/or their model of clusters does not consider the
orientation of clusters. CORE overcomes these limitations and correctly separates
overlapping clusters. The cores of overlapping clusters divide each over into frag-
ments and overlaps. We use the AD-Tree to find fragments and overlaps of cores
at all density levels. We restore complete cores from their fragments in two steps.
First, with use gradient path to assign fragments to overlaps and compute their
orientation. Next, we restore complete cores from fragments that are assigned to
the same overlap and are similarly oriented. We analytically investigate the con-
ditions for a successful separation of overlapping clusters with polynomial density
function. We prove the effectiveness of our approach on synthetics datasets with
various properties of overlapping clusters, as well, as on real world datasets.
We extensively evaluate our methods on real world and synthetics dataset both
visually and numerically. Our collected experience resulted on the XVDM, a new
framework for visual data mining, which gives the ability to compare, investigate
and learn different data mining techniques. The existing approaches are focused
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mostly on the visualization of the results and it is difficult to use them for the
investigation of data mining techniques by slightly changing the input dataset or
comparing results for different parameters. The salient properties if the XVDM
are: it enables construction of synthetics datasets in a real time and from the
number of primitives; it supports unlimited number of data mining techniques
to be run at the same time; it provides an intuitive interface to switch between
different techniques and compare the results of them numerically or visually. The
XVDM is successfully used by students in Free University of Bolzano-Bozen.
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